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Around the middle of the 16th century, many questions and 
heated debates arose among actors, directors, and philosophers on 
acting, as to what method the actor should use in developing and 
portraying his character on the- stage. This debate has not yet been 
resolved and many of the questions asked in the 18th century are the 
same as those still asked today, such as: 
Must an actor have experienced an emotion to portray it? 
Will the actor portray the emotion better if ha actually renews 
the feeling every time he plays it? 
Shall acting be far removed from life, or as close .to it as 
possible? 
Should the actor observe nature to imitate it, or should he 
observe nature to stimulate his own inner resources? 
This continuing debate was initially sparked by the famed English 
actor of the 18th century, David Garrick. Garrick ushered in a new 
style of acting directly opposed to an earlier acting tradition, 
which required actors and actresses to intone their speeches in a 
deliberate monotone and in statuesque poses. 1 "Garrick brought 
variety back to acting; his characters differed from one another, 
and he actually responded to what was happening on the stage around 
h1m. u 2 This was a definite break with earlier tradition. 
As a result of his interest in and observations of Garrick's 
result.s as an actor, the Frenchman D3nis Diderot developad a paradox 
.... 
of acting. This paradox he set down in a book entitled The Paradox 
£!_ Acting which is "perhaps the most controversial book ever written 
on the subject. 11 3 Diderot had noted that Garrick achieved his 
startling and moving effects entirely by technique, planning every 
moven�nt and response •. Thus, influenced by this observation, ha 
developed the paradox, in which his major contention was that the 
actor should never "feel his role."4 In the words of the contempor­
ary actor, Raymond Massey, we_ find a follower of the Diderot paradox. 
"If the actor allows his emotion to dominate the performance, he will 
lose all unity, al l power of reproducing the character • • •  person­
ally I have not felt the part before an audience in twenty years."' 
The most famous defender of Diderot's paradox was Constant 
Coquelin ( 1841-1909), a French actor for whom Edmond Rostand wrote 
Cyrano de Berge.!�. 6 Coquelin contends that--
The actor should remain master of himself. Even when the public, 
carried away by his action conceives him to be abandoned to his 
passion, he should be able to see what he is doing, to judge his· 
effects, and to control himself. He should never feel the shadow 
of the sentiments to which he is giving expression at the very. 
instant that he is representi�g them with the utmost power and 
truth.7 
The most eloquent rebuttal ( to Diderot and Coquelin) cruro 
from the greatest of Italian actors, Tommaso Salvini. Salvini 
projected such vitality and energy in his performances that 
fellow actors as well as audiences ·were deeply moved. Salvini' s 
acting was an important factor in stimulating Constantin Stanis­
lavsky to develop his well-known system of acting. Sal vini 
firmly believed that the actor 
must feel a role in order to move 
his audience. 
Sarah Bernhardt was a professed follower of this school of acting. 
In her own words--
2 
. 3 
If-�e does not really !eel the· anguish of the betrayed lover· or 
of the dishonored father� if he does not temporarily escape from 
the dullness of his existence in order to throw himself whC>le­
heartedzy into the most acute crises, he will move nobody_- How 
· ca� he convince another ·or his emotion, of the sincerity �r the 
passion, if he is unable to convince himself to the point of 
actually becoming the character that he ·has to impersonate. 9 
Just as the Frenchman, Diderot, was infl.uenced by the English· 
actor Garrick to propose his paradox of acting, so the Russian, 
Stanislavsky (founder of the Moscow Art Theatre in 1898), was influ­
enced by the Italian, Salvini, __ to set down his system of acting. 
This Stanislavsky system, or "method'' as it is frequently 
referred to, is expounded in his book � Actor Prepares. I:t, is 
diametrically opposed to the paradox of Diderot 1 s. Whereas Diderot 
claims true feeling to be the downfall of the actor, Stanislavsky 
claims true feeling to be a necessity for the actor • 
. In Stanislavsky's concept of creative acting, it is essential 
that the actor live the part every moment and every time he acts 
it • • • •  He wants the actor to identify as completely as possible 
with the created character. The actor must live the part and "fit 
his own human qualities to the life of this other person and thus 
ere ate the inner life of a human spirit." 10 
Thus, s_ince 1830 (publication da� of The Paradox of Acting), 
this debate involving which approach to acting is superior has been 
continued. Although there were, .are and probably will be many who 
are "middle of the roaders," who extract elements from each· of the 
approaches, there are.basically two schools of acting advocating two 
different approaches to character development 1n acting. 
The writ.er has chosen to term the two opposing schools of 
acting Internal·and External because the terms seem to be more 
inclusive than any others. However, it should be noted that numerous 
terms have coma to be bandied about in reference to the two different 
methods of approach. But whether representational or presentational, 
psychological or mechanical, organic or functional, emotional or 
anti-emotional, creative or interpretive, each of these terms may be 
fundamentally related back to the terms Internal or External. Regard-
· less of the terms used, the debate continues. "Accusations are 
hu�led �ack-and forth by both camps. The presentational (external) 
actor is accused of being external, shallow, and empty inside. The 
representational ( intern�l) actor is charged with boring his audience 
with an excess of realistic trivia.nll 
Method of Research 
The resenrch will be in the form of analytical studies of 
the internal and external methods of approach to character development 
in acting as exemplified by text books. 
Sources of Material 
. . The writer has chosen to limit the source material to text 
books for two reasons: First, the ·writer feels that by limiting 
source material to only text books a more complete compilation of 
the various principles concerning character development in acting 
will ·result. Secondly, the writer believes that such a limitation 
will be more advantageous to the student actor, since it will provide 
clearer and more complete views for comparison purposes than could be 
obtained by including magazine articles, personal intervie-ws, and the 
like. 
4 
The texts to be considered in the analysis of the internal 
method of approach to character development in acting are the 
following: 
Boleslavsky, Richard. Acti"ng--Tha First Six Lessons 
Bridge, William H. Actor in theHaking --
Irving, Henry. The Drama - --
McGraw, Charles.Act:uigis Believing 
Rockwood, Jerome. The Craftsman of Dionysus 
Stanislavsky, Constantin. !E Actor Prepares 
The texts to be considered in the analysis of the external 
method of approach to character development in actine are the 
.follo·wing: 
Archer, William. Masks or Facesl2 
Bosworth, Halliam. Technique in Dramatic Art 
Coquelin, Constant. The Art orthe Actor -
Diderot, Denis. The Paradox of Acting 
Franklin, Mirirun.-rfehearsal -. 
Petersen, Lorenz K. Psychology of Acting 
After careful consideration, these specific texts were chosen 
because the writer felt they best.exemplified the principles of the 
internal and external methods of approach to character development 
in acting. 
Subjects Within the Analyses 
The writer has taken the various areas or subjects which are 
treated by the different texts and arbitrarily allotted to them a 
name or subheading which most inclusively defines their general area 
of concern. Only those subjects which have direct relation to char­
acter development in acting are considered. 
The subjects considered in the internal method of character 
developrrent in acting are as follows: 
Preparation 
Action, Gesture, and Purpose 
Imagination 
Concentration 
Units, Objectives, and Motives (Guides for the Actor) 
Feeling a Sense of Truth 
Emotion 
Feeling and Sensibility 





The subjects considered in the external m ethod of character 





Seeming and Being 
Imitation 
Natu1� 
Technical Skills (Style) 
Subject and Textual Order in the A nalyses 
., 
Subject Order 
The oroor of the subjects covered in the analyses is the 
srune as listed above. The reason for the particular order is arbi­
trary on the part of the writer and is in no way intended to illus­
trate their order of importance. The prevailing subject order was 
arrived at because it most closely illustrates the order of treat­
ment implemented by the individual texts. 
Textual Order 
Since each of the texts considered in the analyses seems 
6 
relatively contemporary, their order in the analyse s is unimportant 
and arbitrary on the part or the writer. Generally the prevailing 
textual order is such that the author nno gives the most inclusive 
treatment to  a specific subject within the analyses of that subject 
is the one 'Which is noted first. Such an order· was chosen to  afford 
the reader a more complete and comprehensive foundation on the 
specific subject to  begin with, so that looking back and making com­
parison could be accomplished with greater ease on the part of the 
reader. 
Purpose of Research 
�� Analyses 
The prime objectives of the analyses are two fold . First, 
to extract those statements and ideas of the texts, within the sub­
ject being analyzed, which will give the reader a fundamental insight 
int� the principal propositions and contentions of the authors con­
cerning the subjects being analyzed . The second principal objective 
of the analyses is to provide the reader with a sufficient amount of 
the authors • ideas and pri,.nciples on the specific subjects in the 
analyses, so that the . reader can make comparisons regarding differ­
ent authors •  treatrent of sim ilar m aterial , within the same school 
of acting. 
The Synthese s  
Based on the analyses, the syntheses will consist of a 
series of generalized statements about each of the subjects analyzed. 
7 
Each of these general or synthetic statements about the analyzed sub­
jects will encompass the general propositions of each of the texts 
dealing with the subject. 
The purpose of the syntheses is to provide the reader with 
an insight into the over-all nature and function, in character 
development, of the individual subjects analyzed. 
The Conclusions 
Based on the syntheses - of the internal and external methods 
of approach t� character development in acting, the writer will for­
mulate further generalized and inclusive statements. 
The purpose of these general and conclusive statements is to 
reveal in as concise and complete a manner as possible what is pro­
posed by. the internal and external methods of approach to character 
development in acting as exemplified by selected text books . The 
ult�ate purpose of the conclusions is to. provide the student actor 
with practicable, concise, and inclusive definitions of the internal 
and external methods of approach to character development in acting . 
as exemplified by text books. 
Footnote Procedure 
Since essentially all the footnoted material is in the two 
analyses and since each of the authors and texts referred to is 
clearly indicated by the subheadings within the analyses, the foot­




. . . 
1stanley Kahan, Introduction to Acting ( New York and Bur­
lingame : Harcourt, ·Brace and World., Inc • .,� 1962) , p. 31. 
2Ibid., p . 32 • 
. 3Ibid _- ., p. 33 .. 
4!£!.<!.,  p .  34. 
.5Ibid • ., p. 10., Quoting Raymond Massey., Bernard Sobel ( ed.)., 
The New Tiieatra Handbook and Digest of Plays ( London: Crown Pub­
llshers., Inc., 1959). - - --- -
6:rbid • ., p. 34. 
. . 
9 
7Ibid., p. 36, Quoting Constant Coquelin., "A cting and Actors ., n 
Harpers New Monthly Magazine, May, 1887, pp . 891-909. 
8Ibid. 
9Ibid • ., p. 9, Quoting Sarah Bernhardt, The Art of the Theatre 
( London: o. Blexx:, Ltd . ,  1924) , p. 104. - - - -
lOPhilip Weis sman, Creativity in the Theatre (New York and 
London : Basic Books, Inc., 196"5) , pp:-224-226. · -
llJerome Rockwood, The Craftsman of Dionysus (New York: Scott, 
Fore sman and Co., 1966) , p:-1:i. 
-
12Although specific material from Archer ' s  text is not quoted 
directly or indirectly in the analysis of the external method, the text 
was read by the writer for a clearer understanding of the contentions in 
Diderot ' s  text The Paradox of Acting. William Archer ' s  text Masks or 
Faces is written almost entirely in reference to Diderot ' s  text and -
certain exemplifications of the latter' s principle s were obtained. It 
is, then, for this reason that Archer ' s  text warrants inclusion with the 
· other texts utilized for the analysis or the external method. 
10 
CHAPI'ER II 
.ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNAL METHOD 
Preparation 
Much consideration is given by the various texts as to the 
specific and general preparations needed before an actor should 
attempt to portray a finished and truthful character on the stage. 
The preparation material dealt with in this section does not 
necessarily end after one character development is  completed. Maey 
of the preparatory steps noted are processe s which the earnest actor 
will need to repeat, study, and concentrate on throughout his period 
of devotion however long or short a time that m ay  be. 
Charles McGraw--Acting is Believing 
Charle s Mcflraw note s that in the beginning the actor must 
., 
devote much time to research and discover what the dramatist intends 
the character to be. "In beginning his study the actor should keep _ 
in mind the basic questions: What primarily does the character want 
and what is he willing to do to get iM"1 The author contends that 
within these answers lies the key to the character .  
The author next proposes that after the actor knows what his 
character wants he must find a name for the motivational force which 
. designates a desire true to the author's intention. This motiva­
tional force "must also stimulate the actor to action and must arouse 
in the actor a real desire to accomplish his aims .u 2 · It m ust also 
be a statament of tt a specifi c  desi re which the character can attempt 
to accomplish through action. " 3 
In the preliminary prepa�ation of the role the actor must be 
extremely concerned with what the character does, what the character 
says , what other characters in the play say about him, what actions 
ara suggested i n  the character's lines, and what comments or descri p­
tions are offered about him. 4 · The author continues to  explain that--
The best approach to character development i s  to take that scene 
or sequence of physical actions i n  which the actor can most 
easi ly believe the behavior of the character, and than relate 
them to the character's moti vating desi re • • • •  Fi nding, ooo by 
one, the numerous i ntenti ons which taken together consti tu te  the 
part i s  one of the most important steps in preparing a role. 5 
McGraw believes  that " the actor must relate his perf'ormance 
to the entire play and production." 6 The author continues and 
explains that the play 1 s singular meaning, whi ch is the overall 
purpose, i s  di scovered by uncoveri ng the author's basic purpose as it 
is revealed i n  the play i tself and that thi s main theme of the play 
or the super objecti ve of the entire play must be fi rmly fixed in the 
mind or· the actor. Quoting Stani slavsky, McGraw says that "i t  must · 
be the fount-:1inhead of the actor's artisti c  croation. " 7 
Henry Irvi ng--The Drama 
Hem--y Irvi ng in his text entitled The Drama notes that--
Independent study i s  of enormous importance. Wi thout it t:00 mind 
is apt to take �ts stamp from the first favorable impression_i t  
receives and to fall into a servile dependence upon traditions, 
whi ch robbed of tha spiri t  that created them are apt to be purely 
mischievous . 8 
11 
The text explains that the actor must be moved by an inner 
impulse �nd not merely adopt a certain attitude or vocal tone during 
preparation. 9 
12  
Concerning the passion of tragedy and the geniality of come dy 
Irving note s :  " The se are the supreme elelrents of  the actor ' s  art., 
which cannot be taught by any system, however just, and to which all 
. ' 
education is but tributary. " lO Here Irving me ans that the actor must 
constantly be cultivating his pe rceptio ns of life around him and of 
all the arts . 11 In conclusion Irving propo ses  that " it is the actor ' s  
part to represent, or interpret the ideas and emotions which the poe t 
has cre ated, and to do this he must at first have a 'full knowle dge 
cmd understanding of then1 . 11 1 2 
Richard Bole slavsky--A cting--The First � Le ss o� 
Boleslavsky contends that there are three parts to the 
development of an actor: ( 1) Education of the body ( gymnastics,  
dance , fencing, voice , make -up, pantamin� ) . ( 2) I ntellectual and 
cultural e ducation ( histor-.r, art, psychology) . ( 3) Education and 
training of the soul . 
The third kind of education is the most important factor of 
dramatic action . The work consists in the development of the 
follo'Wi.ng faculties :  complete posse ssion of all the five senses 
in various imaginable situations ;  development of a :memory of 
feeling, memory of inspriation or penetration, memory of imagina­
tion, and last, a visual wemory. 13 
Jerome Ro ckwo od--The Craftsman of Dionysus ---- -
Jerome Rockwood ex.plains that the time of preparation nee ded 
before stepping on the stage depends upon
. the amount of empathy the 
13 
actor has for the character he is playing and how quickly he is able 
to trigger his responses. "The actor should not try to think himself 
into a particular mooa.ul4 He eXJ)lains that the actor must ask him­
self what the character would be doing just before he steps on the 
stage. The actor may be thinking, for instance, how will his wife 
take the news, but he should not be trying to think himself into an 
emotion . 15 
Rockwood considers pre�aration under the m ain headin g of the 
"Actor's Material." First of all he cont.ends the actor must rea.d the 
text many times looking for different things each time . "After the 
text has been read to the company, read it yourself making an outline 
of the facts, of the series of  incidents , with special reference to 
what your character is doing in each scene, note where and when each 
scene takes place and so on. nl6 When yo u have decided on the theme 
of the play you must then find out how your character fits into the 
playwright's conception. " How doe s your character help illustrate 
the theme ·and 'Why is the character necessary? n l  7 The following are 
some of the questio n s  according to Rockwood which should be of pritr"s · 
importance to the actor as he reads the script: 
( 1) What are you? 
( 2) What do you want? 
( 3) \faat do you do to get it? 
(L) \fuat is your relationship to the other characters (em otional 
and physical) ? 
( 5) What do . others say about. you? 
( 6) What are your likes and dislikes? 
(7) How do you explain yourself? 
( 8) \fuat actions are implied by your lines? 
(9) What are your beliefs and convicti�ns? . 8 
These will be the basics for your imag inative work. 1 
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After the investigation of these questions the actor should read the 
play again and determine the objectives of each of the scenes asking 
some of the following questions : '' ( 1) Where am I comir;g from? 
( 2) What was I doing there? ( 3) Why have I come here? ( 4) Why did 
I leave ? ( 5) What will I do here? ( 6 ) Who do I know here? nl9 
In conclusion Rock��od contends that--
It is the actor' s task to create a whole character, and if the 
playwright offers only sixty percent, the actor must c ontribut.e 
the other forty percent. He goes to work with his imagination 
and fills in all the areas the author has left out. He infers 
things about his character from the facts at hand. The more we 
fill in, the fuller a life we create for ourselves • • • •  The 
more � believe in our character the more new ideas we m.11 have 
for portraying him . 20 
Four texts,  authore d by McGraw, Irving , Boleslavsk:y, and 
Rockwood, in that order, have treate� preparation. Initial and long­
term preparing processes, needed by the actor, have been discussed 
by the various texts. 
Action, Gesture, and Purpose 
Although action is gesture and gesture is indeed acti_�n, 
specific reference is made to these subjects indepe ndently . Thus , 
they are separate d in the headi ng .  Because purpose , as will be 
noted, · is a prereguisi te to all action and gesture , it too warrants 
inclusion in this section. 
Constantin Stanislavsky--An Actor Prepares - -
In Stanislavsky' s text a chapter is devoted specifically to 
·action. And _numerous fundamentals concerning �ction, which exemplify 
14 
the author' s conception of its role in character development, are 
given •. Because �ost of the contentions are self-explanatory little 
clarification is necessary·. 
Everything that happens on stage must have a purpose.21 
"Frequently physical tmmobility is the direct result of inner inten­
sity, and it is these inner activities that are far more important 
1 artistically. The essence of art is not in its external forms but 
in its spiritual content .n 2 2 In other words, Stanislavsky explains 
that without inner feeling outward action is inv�lid . 23 Concerning 
action directed toward aroµsing feeling ,  Stanislavsky notes that-­
On the stage there cannot be under any circumstances, action 
which is directed immediately at the arousing of a feeling for 
its own sake • •  -• •  Never seek to be jealous, • • •  or to 
suffer, for its own sake . All such feelings are the result of 
something that has gone before. Of the thing that goes before ­
you should think as hard as you can. As for the result, it 
will produce itself . 24 
Again concerning inner foundation and justification Stanislavsky 
explains that action without internal foundation will not hold the 
atte.ntion of the audience. 25 "All action in the theatre must have 
an inner j�stification, be logical ., coherent, and rea1 . n 26 
Although the subject of Stanislavsky's magic " if" will be 
exemplified later under the analysis of imagination, it is relevant 
at this point to briefly note its function ai a tool for stimulating 
inner ·character activity. 
The secret of the effe ct of " ifl! lies first of all in the fact 
that it does not use fear or for_ce or make the artist do any­
thing. On the contrary, it assures him through its honesty, 
and encourages him to have confidence in a supposed situation. 
It arouses an inner and real activity and doe s  this by natural 
means. This important characteristic of " if" brings it close 
to one of the fundamentals of our school of acting--acti vi ty 
in cre ativene ss and art. 27 
15 
To achieve the kinship whi ch the author fee ls ne.ce ssary 
betlveen the actor and the pe rson he is portraying, Stanislavsky 
proposes that the actor must--
Add some concrete de tail which will fi ll out the play giving i t  
point and absorbing acti on .  The ci rcumstances which are pre­
dicated on " if'' are taken from sources near to your 01m feelings, 
and they have a powerful i nfluence on the inner life of an actor. 
Once you have established this contact between your life and your 
part, you will feel that inner push or stimulus . We may conclude 
from this that "i f'1 is also a stimulus to the creati ve subcon­
sci ous. Besi des it helps you to carry out another fundamental 
princi ple of our art : unconscious creativeness through consci ous 
techni que. 28 
Stanislavsky further explains this princi ple by proposi ng 
16 
that the actor fi nd sorr�where in himseif a basic belief i n  the 
si tuation as " if'' i t  were real, then an i nner and real activi ty  or 
belief wi ll be aroused in the actor's portrayal of his character and 
he will be sti mulated to action . In other words, through inner belief 
i n  the 11i ff1 of the si tuati on, logical and justifiable acti on will 
result. 29 
Willia� Bridge--Actor in the Maki ng 
Bridge subscribes i n  part to the Deisarti an technique of 
bodi ly moverrent whi ch basi cally proposes that identical feeling states 
are generally expressed i n  identical physical patterns arrl m ovements. 
Consequently, effectiveness in expression will be depe :n.dent i n  part 
upon the exactness of the physical responses to the mental _and 
emotional irnpulse. 30 However the author does explain that although 
no two persons' anger is expressed �n an identical manner, i t  will 
contain constants which ·may be note d .  
Throughout Bridge' s chapter on " bodily expre ssion" he is 
concerned with the different expressions and state s of mind which 
may be connmmicated through the different positions and attitudes of 
the head ( eyes,  mouth, et cetera) , torso, arms, feet,  and legs . This 
chapter is mainly an �xemplification of the Ielsartian elements of 
bodily conununication and throughout the author note s some of 'What he 
cal ls the "constants" in expression . However, the author departs 
from the Delsartian system in that his system, called the 11 Improvi­
sational Sys tem, " " results from within the actor, outward; and the 
Delsartian system .from without only. 1 1 31 Thus Bridge propose s that 
the different II cons tants" in bodily communication, and language of 
the head, torso, and arms are guide lines by which to judge the 
truthfulne ss of the purpose and the inner conviction_. 
We do not advise frequent attention to the attitudes of ( head, 
arms , torso,  and so on) ; the material should be used for veri­
fication. Through all this analysis of bodi ly attitudes and 
qualities ,  we must constantly keep before our minds the fact 
that the animating porrer is the mind. We must never divorce 
the mental impulse from the physical action. 32 
Charles McGraw--Actin[ is Believing 
Charle s McGraw considers action quite thoroughly under 
numerous subheadings . First of all , under " Finding What Is In You, u 
he proposes than an actor' s actions are linked to his inner res our ce s  
which is everything that he has seen, done ,  thought, and imagined. 
He is  dependent upon these inner resource s to tell him what actions 
to carry out and use )3 "True to inner re sources you must learn to 
be lieve your actions." 34 Concerning this belie.f, McGraw contends 
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that although the actor knows there is no actuality in the imagined 
li
.
fa of the character he is portraying, he must maint,ain the 
attitude--"! will act as ' if 1 they were real." 35 Mc-Graw continues 
to explain t.hat answering the q uesti-on "What If?" will aid the actor 
in believing the truth o f  his actions. If an actor begir� to waiver 
in his belief he must discover new circumstances which will exci te 
new actions and renew his belief. 36 
Another subheading under action is " Finding a Purpo se • " Here 
/ the author states that "in addition to being logical and truthful, 
actions must also be purposeful." 37 The purpose, he explains , is 
called the intention and it, like action, is found by examining what 
the playwright gives us and our own exr,erience.38 It is important 
to find the -right name for the intention and to st.ate it in a form 
that compels us to execute the action . 39 As the intentions are 
crystalized it must be determined what the obstacle will be. The 
obstacle may be physical or psychological but it must be there. 
Without it there is no purpose and no play. The intention and the 
obsta�le must stimulate the desire for accomplishment. 40 
He nry Irving--The .P� 
Henry Irving ' s  concern with act.ion is primarily in terms of 
gesture . Gesture " is more than anything else significant .of the 
extent to which the actor has identified himself with the character 
he represe nts . 11 41 "It is most important that an act.or should learn 
that he is a figure in a picture, and that the least exaggeration 
• t · n L.2 destroys the harmony of composi ion. Irving c·ontinue s to explain 
J.O 
that without purpose ,  action and gesture will lack truth and 
harJllony .4.3 
Jerome Rockwood--The Craftsman of Dionysus 
· - With reference to gesture the author notes that a few 
attempts have been  made· to organize the instruction of the actor. 
For instance , in 1838 Franco is Delsarte , a French theoretician, 
attempted to reduce acting to scientific principles .  "Gesture , 
Dalsarte declared, was the agent of the soul ; and the actor could 
imitate any emotion learning the proper gesture , £or identical feel­
ings express themselves in identical patterns and movements." 44  
According to the Delsarte theory, the expanded torso indicated 
excitement and vehemence , and contracted it expressed pain. However, 
since this principle is not based on essential truths · about art and 
hwnan beings, the author reject� it.45 
Rockwood's treatment of action is brief . " Our action is 
what we do to reach our objective .n46 Action, he explains, is not 
feeling, rather it must be a clear statement, capable of physical 
execution. Rather than· trust that a specific feeling will well up 
in him at the right time,  the actor must set a specific physical 
task (an action) for himself : 
Herein lies the actor' s  conscious technique , for if he performs 
the physical action properly, that is with full conviction and 
involvement., moods and emotions will come of their own accord. 
Actors must not play moods, they must play scenes . The actor . 
must supply a conscious logical reason for every action he 
performs on the stage. 4 7 
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Richard Boleslavsky--A cting--The First Six lesso� 
In the dialogue between the creature and the instructor in 
Boleslavsky1 s text, the instructor draws an analogy between dramatic 
action and a tree  • The ere ature is told that an actor must be ex­
pected to comply with .nature's law of action. 
The three -fold law, you can see expres sed in that tree. First, 
the main trunk, the idea, the reason. On the stage it come s 
from the director. Second, the branche s, elements of idea, 
particle s of reason. That come s from the actor. Third, the 
foilage, the result of the previous two, the brillant presenta­
tion of idea, the bright conclusion of reasoning. The author 
is the sap that flows as it feeds the whole. The trunk or the 
spine of the play i s  the discovery of truth about dramatic 
action in the midst of nature . This means quick thinking, en­
ergetic preparation, bright spirit, conviction in ideas, eager­
ness  to understand, cl�ar voice, fast tempo, readine ss to argue, 
and to give and take . 4 
Bole slavsky states that " a verb is action in itself. First 
you want something, it is your artist• s will; then you define it in 
a verb, it is your artist' s technique, then you do it, it is your 
artist's expre ssion. 11 49 Bo leslmrsky contends that if the actor con-· 
fine s his action to a single word and he knows exactly what action 
is, he should be able to start any time and any place and truthfully . 
execute the action with meaning and purpose. 50 
Stanislavsky, Bridge , McGraw, Irving, and Boleslavsky, in 
that order, have treated mater:tal in the area of action, ge sture, 
and purpose. The importance and implementation of truthful and 




Imagination, which is important to the internal actor for 
stim ulating truthful and purposeful behavior, is notably treated by 
four of the texts • 
Constantin Stanislavsky--An Actor Prepares 
In Stanislavsky' s concern for action he noted that the magic 
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11 if" provides a stim ulus to the i_�rer activity of the character .  In 
more direct relationship to imagination he says--" 1 If '  is the starting 
point, the ' given circumstances, ' the deve lopn� nt. "  .51 - These 
given circumstances he describes as : 
the story of the play, its facts, events, epoch, time and place 
of action, corrlitions of life, the actors ' and regisseur 1 s 
interpretation, the mise-en-scene, the production,. the sets, the 
costun�s, properties , writing and sound effects, --all the 
circumstances that are given to an actor to take into account 
as he creates his role . �2 
With this in mind, Stanislavsky notes how the function of II if'' and 
" given circumstancestt develop. " 1 If' gives the push to the dorm ant 
imagination, whereas the ' given circumstances ' build the basis for 
' if ' itself . And they both together and separately help to create 
an i11ner stimulus. n SJ 
N ext Stanislavsky fully discusses the overall  importance of 
the imagination. 
Our work on a play begins with the use of " if" as a lever to 
lift us out of everyday life onto the plare of imaginat�on • • • • 
There is no such thing as actuality on the s tage. Art is a 
product of imagination, • • • the aim of the act�r should . be to 
use his technique to turn the play into a the a tr1.ca.l _ r
eal: t!4 
In this process ima gination plays by far th9 greatest par v. 
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Stanislavsky gives specific exercises for an ac tor ' s  
imaginaM.on .  For example , he says--
Use your imagination to justify why a lesson lasts s o late • • • •  
Out of that simple circumstance there follo,.'S a whole series 
of consequences. At home your family will be anxious about you . 
. • • • �ou cannot notify them. • • • The trains have stop�d. All this brings external changes and inner ones as well. �5 
Stanislavsky proposes that the actor use the forces within himself 
\o chang e the material things around him. This also will help 
stimulate an actor's imagination . 
Regarding the actor' s  use of im agination to create whole 
pictures, Stanislavsky contends that since the picture or ·illusion 
has come from the actor' s  own inrer imag ination ,  the actor can m ore 
easily recall it, remember it, and live it, when portraying a role 
and creating a picture on the stag�. 56 Besides being able to create 
through your imagination  whole pictures of given circums tances 11 you 
must find some single rew circurn.stanca that will move you emotionally 
•) 
and incite you to action. tt 57 This new circumstance may need to be 
the result of the actor ' s  irr�gination. 
Our art demands that an actor's whole nature be actively involved, 
that he g ive himself up, both mind and body to his part. He must 
feel the challenge to action physically as "1811 as intellectually 
because the imag ination, which has no substance or body, can 
reflexively effect our physical mture and make it act. This 
facility is of the greatest im portance in our emotion-making 
technique . Therefore, every movement you make on the stage , 
every word you speak, is the result of the right. life of y�ur imagination. If you speak any lir.es or do anything mecharu.cal]y, 
without  fully realizing who you are, where you came from, why, 
what you �ant  where you are g oing, and what you want when you 
get there, yo� will be acting without imagination. T�at time , 
whe ther it be short or long will �e unreal , and �ou 'ssll be 
nothi ng more than a wound up m achim , an automation. 5 
William Bridge --A ctor in the Making 
"The me chanism which makes p_urposeful behavior possible is 
imagination. 1 1 59 Herein lies the principal proposition of William 
Bridge in regard to imagination . 
He delineates . between passive and creative imagination. In 
passive imagination " the mind has no purposeful interest, it is the 
victim of image sequences springing from the unconscious or from 
emotional states but having no design or relation to immediate re­
ality.11 &J In cre ative imagination " the image sequence is set up in 
answer to a mental determination. " 61 From these two definitions it 
can be seen that the latter type is of more interest  and importance 
to the actor since it is through this type of imagination that 
" given circumstance s" are dealt with. 62  
Charles McGraw--A cting is  Believing 
McGraw states that--
Althoucsh the dramatist provide s enough detail for the actor to 
understand the motivating de sire and the essential traits of a 
character, it is almost always necessary for the actor to supply 
an imagina:r;y background to round out the essentials given by the· 
dramatist. 63 
McGraw suggests that for applying the tecrinique of supplying an imag-
inary bacl .. ground the act.or may write a biography of the character, 
narrati.ng the events of his life which the play doesn' t include . 
This may in time give a stimulus to the actor ' s imagi�ation .
64 
Jerome Rock1' .. ood--Tbe C raftsman of Dioeysus . ---- -
Jerome Ro ch.rrood is brief and to the point in The Craftsman 
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of Dionysus--
The artist must s��ep away the cliches and dull conventions 
and provide us with his own unique and illuminating expression . 
For the actor hi s entire ti.Ire on the stage is lived in the 
world of imagination .  It is only by the power of imagii)stion 
that he can pretend to live there as "ifft it were real. 6!:> 
The text proposes numerous exercises such as creating scenes 
around a particular prop or anything which �'1.11 involve and elicit 
the actor ' s  use of imagination. 66 
Four texts authored by Stanislavsky, Bri dge, McGraw, and 
Rockwood, in that order, have considered the nature, function, and 
importance of imagination in . character developrr�nt. 
Concentration 
The actor ' s  ability to focus, control , and direct his 
attention is important in implementing the internal method. This  
subject is tre ated by various texts under the above heading of 
concentration . 
Constantin Stanislavsky--An  Actor Prepares 
In  the first half of the chapter on concentration, Stanis-
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lavsky deals with the external aspects of the subject. External 
attention i s  directed to material objects which lie outside 
ourselves . 67 ttAn actor m u.st have a point of attention and this point 
· of attention must not be in the audience •
1 1 68 Stanislavsky· explains 
that in looking at something on the stage, which is where the actor' s 
attention should be , the actor must le�rn �o relax the effort. 
The importance of this attention on the stage lie s  in the fact that 
wherever the actor t s attention is directed the audience ' s  atte ntion 
will follow.69 
Although still concerned with external concentration, Stan­
islavsky move s from single ob jects of attention to  n circles of atten­
tion ." During a performance with thousands of people in the audience 
the actor must be able to enclose himself in a circle of attention 
like a snail in a shell . This circle of attention is demonstrated 
by having the stude nts stand on a dark stage , with only a small 
pool of light on them and a few feet around them . 70 11A s the circle 
grows larger the area of your attention must stre tch . This area 
can contirme to grow only up to the point where you can still hold 
it, all within the limits of your �ttention, inside an imaginary 
line .n 71 
The final concern with concentration and attention is with 
the actor ' s inre r attention . 
Inner attention concentrate s on things we see , hear, touch,  and 
feel  in :iJnaginary clrcumstances . The obje cts of your inner 
attention are scattered through the whole range of your five 
sense s .  Nate rial things around us on the stage ( ex
ternal atten­
tion) call for a 'Well trair�d  attention, but imaginary objects 
demand an even far more disciplined power of concentration.  7 2 
The following example is given for training this inner attent.ion or 
conc.entration : . "When you have gone to bed at night, train yotu self 
to go over the _.mole day, and try to put. in every possible concrete · 
detail . Bring back all the inner thoughts and emotions which were 
• gh t th d " 73 touched by your conversation throu ' ou e ay • 
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Charles �cGraw--Acting is Believing 
Conca ntration in Acting is Believing is divided into 
subdivisions under the ge reral _chapter heading " Keeping Your Mind on 
Your Action." McGraw. first gives this general principle : 




or during its perfonnance, demands complete concentration or  all 
the physical and inrer r a cul ties • " 74 
"Where to Concentrate" --An actor must make the audience 
believe they are listening not to him but to the character he is 
portraying. Concentrate on the action of the character you are 
creating. 75 
"Concentrating on Action" --ttAn actor has the graate�t 
advantage when he can focus his attention on  carrying out a simple 
action as a direct means of realizing his character's desires. 11 76 
"It mar seem that the actor should concentrate on the physical 
mechanism in creating a character • • • •  Ho��ver, belief is 
destroye d to the ex.tent that the audience is aware of any external 
technigue." 77 In  other words, the actor must not �ocus his attention 
on the audience or himself but rather on the play and the character 
ha is creating. 
" Concentrating on the Other Characters" --"Thro
11gh lines and 
actions he attempts to arouse real feelings and stimulate genuine 
responses in the other actors.n78 In order to excite an audience 
the actor must excite and stimulate real responses in his fell°ow 
actors, and this process requires concentration not only on his own 
character but on the others as well. 79 
Richard Boleslavsky--Acting--The First Six ·Lessons 
An entire chapter of the text is devoted to c oncentration . 
" Concentration is the quality which permits us to direct all our 
spiritual and intellectual forces toward one definite object and 
to continue as long as it pleases us to do so .n 80 This quality 
Boleslavsky proposes . is the .fundamental quality of every creative 
artist and the actor must find it within himself " and develop it to 
the last degre_e." 81 
Acting is the life of the human soul receiving its birth 
through art, and the object for an actor ' s  concentration is 
the human soul . The actor needs a spiritual concentration on 
emotions which do not exist but are invented. He must knQw 
how to concentrate on sorr�thing materially imperceptible . � 2 
Jeroms Roc k:wood--The Craftsman of Dionysus 
In The C raftsman of Dionysus concentration is explained as 
an ac tive selective pr�cess and the following exercises are proposed 
for building and strengthening the power of concentration. First, 
concentrate on an object: color, texture, weight, and size. Then 
to deepen conce ntration recall circumstances connected with the 
object. During the exercise let c ome whatever feeling may start to 
come from association. 83 I.earn through concentration to recall and 
pluck  out details from an object or an event. 84 
The texts of Stani.slavsky, McGraw, Boleslavsky, and Rockwood, 
in that order, have no ted various functions of concent�ation in 
character deve lopment. Specific types of concentration were noted 
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and various exercise s were sugge sted to improve the actor ' s ability 
to concentrate . 
Units , Obje ctives, and Motives 
(Guide s for the A ctor) 
U nits ,  Objective s, and Motives are noted by several texts as 
guides to be used by the actor .for determining and understanding his 
character ' s actions , drive s, purposes ,  and desire s . 
Constantin Stanislavsky--!E_ A ctor Prepares 
A n  A ctor Prepare s explains that the actor must proceed  in 
his role , guide d by the important units , which like a signal will 
mark his way .  For example , if a character ' s main objective is 
going home , then on the way home individual units of this  main ob­
je ctive can be seen, such as stopping at a store window, undre ssing 
in your room, lying down, and thinking ; these are separate units 
•) 
which are involve d in co.nstituting the whole main objective . ''To-
gether they cre ate one large objective--going home . u 85 To avoid 
losing sight of the larger whole of the play--
Do not break up a play ( into uni ts) more than is ne cessary, do 
not use details to guide you . Create a channel out.lined by 
large divi sions which . have been thoroughly worked out and fille d  
down t o  the last detail . The technique of division i s  compara­
tively simple . You ask yourself: What is the cc:.re of the play-­
the thing wi.thou t which it cannot exis�? ai�. m you go over the main poi.nts without entering into details . 
From the se main points , organic episode s  o_r large unit s ,  you will 
draw the e ssential content of each and "you will ha.ve the inner 
outline of the whole play." 87 
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The division of a play into its units , to study its 
structure,  has one purpose. But there is another far more 
important inmr reason. At the heart of every unit lies a 
creative objective. All that has been  said about units applies 
equally to objectives .  The objective will be the light that 
shows the right way � • • • · 
' 
The mistake most actors make is .that they think about the 
result instead of about the action that must prepare it . By 
avoiding action an� aiming straight at the results you get a 
forced product �nich can lead to nothing but ham acting . 88 -
The inner active objective 11 directs the actor along the right path 
and restrains him from false acting.n89 To be believable, an 
objective should be an attraction .. for the actor, make him wish to 
carry it out . Objectives which contain these necessary qualities 
are called creative . 90 
The method of drawing an objective from a unit of work is  
a process of determining the most appropriate name for the unit, 
one which characterize s its inrnr essence. 91 In doing this " search 
for a word which will imply the inner-most meaning of the whole unit. 
This word will spell your objective. " 9 2 Because it is so important 
that an objective have the power to attract and excite the actor, 
it is -nece ssary to use a verb instead of a noun in choosing an 
objective .. This is necessary since a noun elicits an intellectual 
concept of the mind without indicating action or mot.ion. 9 3  
In a play the whole stream of individual minor objectives, 
or the imaginative thoughts, the feelings, and actions of an actor, 
converge to carry out the " super objective" of the plot.
94 The 
main the�� must be firmly fixed in the actor ' s mind throughout the 
performance.  It gave birth to the -wri.ting of the 
play . It should 
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also be the " foundation of the actor' s artistic creations . " 95 
The " super objective , "  the largest objective, or " the main inner 
current of a play produces a state of inner grasp and power in 
which actors can develop all the intricacies (of their character) 
and the n come to a clear conclusion as to its underlying fundamental 
purpose.n96 
'Jerome Rockwood--The Craftsman of Dionysus - ---
Concerning inner motivation The C raftsman of Dionysus 
propose s :  "Although the playwright supplies the words in their 
final pattern, the actor must go back to their beginnings and create 
within himself the motivations which will give birth to his need to 
say those words.n 97  
" O ur actions are only physical expressions of  our inner 
needs, de sire s,  and drive s and we must give them purpose . t t 98 The 
author explaj_ns that the purpoGe is the objective, that toward it 
we devote all our energies .  "The objective, like the act.ion, must 
be studied in vigorous, physj_cal terms ; it must create within you 
an irre sistible compulsion to do .n99 In other words ,  the aut.hor 
/ 
explains that the objective is  the goal and the action is how it is 
arrived at .100 
Once t.he spe cific objective has been de cided upon the actor 
must ask why--this supplie s  the justification .  "The deeper you need 
to attain your goal, the more of a stir you will create within your­
self and hence the more fully will you play your actions and
 the 
greater will be your involvement. n lOl 
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Charles McGraw--A cting i s  Believi ng 
Interpreting the li nes or finding the undermeaning of the 
lines i s, according to McGraw, " a  matter of discover:i.ng what the 
character wants to result from what he is  sayi ng .  It is  a matter of 
findi ng the motivation beneath the speeches. 0 102 McGraw contends 
that the actor must be concerned with and aware of the undenr�aning 
pf the i nherent action which lies below the surface of the words . 
Then he must relate and understand how the line serves to help 
the character get what he wants and how the meaning of the li ne i s  
related to the m otivati ng desire of the character . 103 Once an in­
terpretation of the play has been ag reed upon by the actors and the 
director, " each actor must search for the basic motivati ng desire of 
the characte r he is playi ng and its relationship to  the total 
meanir1g. 11 104 
�i 
The previ ous  subject of Units, Objectives, and Moti ves has 
been treated by the texts of Stanislavsky, Rockwood, and McGraw 
in that order. The importance and methods of determining the uni ts, 
objectives, and motives were discussed . 
Feeling a Sense of Truth 
The following subject. material is treated most extensively 
by Stanislavsky. The subject is  principally concerned wit.h the 
importance of the actor having a feeling of or a faith and belief 
i n the truthfulness of his character as a living and real pers
on . 
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· Although the other texts are also concerned wit.h the actors feel­
ing . this truthfulness with regard to their characters, their treat­
ment of this subject is primarily in terms of emotion, and feeling 
and sensibility . These sub jects will be discussed later in the 
analysis. 
C onstantin Stanislavsky--An Actor Prepares 
Stanislavsky proposes: 
There are two kinds of truth and a sense of belief in what you 
are doing. First, there is one that is created automatically 
and on the plane of actual fact and second, there is a scenic 
type, which is  equally truthful but which originates on the 
plane of the imaginative and artistic fiction . To achie ve this 
latter sense of truth you must use a lever to lift you onto the 
plane of imaginary life. Properly envisaged 11 given circum­
stances" will help you to feel and to create a scenic truth in 
which you can believe while you are on the stage . Consequently, 
in ordinary life, truth is what_ really exists . Whereas on the 
stage it consists of something that is not actually in existence 
but which c ould happen . 105 
Stanislavsky explains that the actor should not be c oncerned 
with the actual naturalistic existence of what surrounds him on the 
stage, but. rather he should be concerned with " the reality of the 
inner life of a human spirit in a part, and a belief in that 
realj.ty . 11 106 
Justification of the part is the process whereby the actor 
puts "life into all the imaginary circumstance s and actions until 
he has completely satisfied his sense of truth, and until he has 
awakened a sinse of faith in the reality of his situation.
u l07 
Truth, the author explains, is that which can be sincerely believed, 
and the feelings portraye d on the stage may be one s  which a
re 
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similar to those being experienced by the character tho ugh not 
necessarily identi ca1. l08 
The author combines the physical and psycholog ical elements 
of thi s truth in this manner : " In every physical act there is a 
psychologi cal element and a physical element i n  every psycholo gi cal 
' ac t." 109 He explains that the psychol_ogical and the physi cal 
elements of a character are interdependent and i nseparable to a 
real sensa of truth . 110 "Every physi cal act, except a mechanical 
ona , has an i nmr source of feeling. Co nsequently, we have both an 
i nner and outer plane in every role, interlaced . "  111 Stanislavsky 
propo ses that si nce the bond bet,aen bo dy and soul is i ndivisible, 
and one gi ves li fe to the other, this creati on of  the hwnan s oul 
has already happened i nside o f  you without your knowing it. 
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Whe rever you have truth and belief, you have feeli ng and 
experience. You can test this by executing even the smallest 
action which you really believe and you will fi nd that 
�instantly, intuitively and naturally, an emo tion wi ll arise • • • • 
A small , physi cal act . requires an enormous inner meaning; the 
great inner struggle seeks an outlet i n  such an external act. 112 
Stanislavsky explai ns that by approaching truth in this way, noti ng 
the strong bond betW3en the · psychological and the physical--" yo u 
wi ll avoi d all violence and exaggeration , and your result i s  natural, 
intuitive , and comple te.n ll3 
Fi nally in dealing with truth , Stanislavsky draws a disti nct 
lira between seeming and being on the stage . "Everything must be , 
· · f f th t r " ll4 not seem, real in the imaginary li e o e ac O • 
Jerome Rockw�od--The Craftsman of Dionysus 
Rockwood holds that the actor must be able to thoroughly 
convince himself at will of a situation of  imaginary circumstances. 
However, as we grow older and are burdened with many problems and 
dilemmas otu� imaginations dry up and consequently the actor must 
train himself .11 5 
First of all he must "learn to do the simplest activities 
on the stage, wi·�hout faking, f<frcing or being overly aware of the 
audie�ce . u ll6 The author continues by recommending that the actor 
do the simplest activities until he can do them with absolute hon­
e sty and to the complete belief of the audience. "This is the 
foundation of acting. Start with the smallest truth and it will 
give birth to another truth. 1 1 117 
The importance and implementation of feeling a sense of 
truth was extensively tre ated in S tanislavsky's  text and briefly · 
noted in Rockwood I s. 
Emotion 
The subje ct of emotion will be treated by three of the 
text books .  
Constantin Stanislavsky--•A n A ctor �Eepare s 
Stanislavsky devotes an entire chapter to the impo
rtance of 
emotion to the actor . Co ncerning this importance to t
he. actor ' s 
life on the stage, Stanislavsky says that 1
1 these feelings, drawn 
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from our actual experience , �nd transferred to our part, are what 
give life to the play. All external production is formal, cold, and 
pointless if it is  not motivated from within.tt ll8 In other words, 
the i_nrer experience or thought must come first before it  can 
truthfully be embodied - in an external form. 
Concerning " emotion memory" and its role in character 
development, the text states : " That type of memory, which makes you 
relive the se nsations you once felt when seeing Moskuin act, or 
when your frie nd died, is what we call emotion memory. Your emotion 
can bring back feelings you have already experienced. u ll9 
Stanislavsky reminds us again of his cardinal principle: "Through 
conscious means w reach the subconscious."120 In other words, 
through the cons cious the actor re captures the feelings and emotions 
of the subconscious a nd this technique is accomplished by first 
recalling specific details of a particular situation and then 
letting the emotion or feeling come of its own accord until finally 
or ultimately a single word or thought concerning the situation will 
bring about the desired emotion.121 This then is how emotion 
memory is stimulated. The author claims that this technique " is 
th b 
. 
. f . t ·  ss " 12
2 
e est and only true material or inner crea 1vene • 
The text warns against concentrating directly on a feeling 
or emotion. "Don ' t think about feeling itself, but _set your mind 
to work on what mak"es  it grow, what the conditions were that 
brought about the experience .  Never begin with the results
 for 




Concerning the actor's need for a storehouse of  emotion 
the author propose s--
You must constantly be adding to your store . For this purpose 
you draw, of course, principally upon your Ol-m impressions, 
feelings, and experiences. You also require mate.rial from 
life around you, real and imaginary, from reminiscences, books 
art, science, knowledge of all kinds ; from journeys, museums, ' 
and above all, from communication with other human beings . 1 24 
Richard Boleslavsky--Acting--Th� First S� Lessons 
In Bole lavsky 1 s text his pupil comes to him with the prob­
lem of not being able to experience a particular double feeling in 
her role. He explains to her that when portraying the feelings 
of a particular character whose specific feelings you have never 
experienced, you must call upon your memory of emotion and recall 
an incident in your experiences which evoked similar feelings or 
responses . Begin, he c ontends , by going over all the specific 
details of that experie nce and concentrate on them. Then let the 
fee ling or emotion happen in you--do not try to evoke it. Gradually 
it will take less  and le ss  time and II it will be just like recalling 
a tune .ul 25 Through the development of this technique Boleslavsky 
proposes the actor can co nsciously make himself be whatever he 
wants, whenever he wants. Eve ntually "you will eliminate details; 
a mere hint will make you be what. you want." 126 
Jerome Rockwood--The Craftsman of Dionysus 
For rich emotional feelings Jerome Rockwood holds that
 
· . " the actor must fir st know what his action i s, do it, an
d know why 
36 
he is • doing it and he will be rich in em otional feelings . More­
over, this em otion will be an individual expression, purely his 
own." 127 The actor must bring his own experience
.s and observations 
to the illusions m ade by the playwl'.'ight . For each actor they may 
be different but " the important thing is that the actor functions 
organically, entirely, and does not merely make sounds witp his 
vocal apparatus while the rest of his be ing is dead. ul 28 
The text explains emotion memory as the recalling of  the 
.phys:i.cal details of  an eve nt to bring about an emot�on analogous to 
the ore you are experie nci�g on the stage. 1 29 This technique, he 
states, is of value especially during rehearsal to put the actor 
into a more re ceptive state in relation to the experiences and feel­
ings of the character he is playing and to create a stronger feeling 
of  empathy with the charc-tcter . 130 
The texts of  Stanislavsky, Boleslavsky, and Rockwood, in 
that order, have noted  the r..e ce ssity of real emotion to the actor 
in character development, and the principles of  eliciting truthful 
emotion. 
Feeling and Se nsibility 
The subject of fee ling and sensibility and its importance 
to character development, j_s discussed by four texts. 
Constant.in Stanislavsky-..,A n  A ctor Prepar€!2 





to Stanislavsky is to " be able to identify them out of your own 
experience. A s  mechanical actors do not experie nee fee ling s they 
cannot produce their external results . tt 13� 
In regard to feelings that seem true the author states : 
" By  true seeming we refer not to actual feelings themselves but to 
something really akin to them; to em otions reproduced indi�e ctly, 
under the prompting of true inne r feelings." 132 
Feelings do not play an .immediate role in the preparation 
of a character. 
Whe n you begin to study each role you should first ga,ther all 
the materials that have any bearing on it, and supplement them 
with more and more imagination, until you believe in what you 
are doing. In the beginning forget about your feelings,  when 
the inner conditions are prepared, and ri&ht, feelings will 
come to the surface . of the i r  own accord. 1�3 
In other words, passion is the cue for action. If feelings do not 
immediately respond to the prepared inner conditions the actor . may 
take the thoughts in the lims  of his part and arrive at a concep­
t:i.on of the ir meaning . " In turn, this conception will lead to an 
opinion about them, which will correspondingly affect his feelings 
and will • 11 13Li 
✓ 
William Bridge --Actor in the Making 
A ccording to Br.idge, . " the actor above all needs plasticity .  
The man who is unable to remove his habitual mask, to feel and be 
another self is not the rnateri.al to make an actor • "  l3.5 Bridge 
concurs with and quotes Stanislavsky: "There is no such thing as 
mimic emotion, . there is only real emotio1:1
. 11 136 
38 
The text continues to explain what gives rise to feelings. 
"We must, as actors, feel what we say and our words must arise out 
of what we feel, never out of what we remember. This means the 
creation within of the new person. 11 137 
Charles McGraw--A cting is Believing 
McGraw propose s that to stimulate feeling, "you can con­
ce ntrate upon releasing physical objectives so that the action will 
lead you to belief in the situation and the character, and the be­
lief in turn will produce the de sired emotion state s. Feeling 
comes  not directly but through association. 11 138 
Henry Irving--The Drama 
39 
" It is nece ssary to warn you against the theory expounded 
with brilliant ingenuity by Diderot, that the actor never feels . u l39 
Irving in his text The Drama continues to explain the necessity and 
•) 
value of experiencing feelings: 
It is necessary to this art that the mind should have, as it 
· were, a double consciousness in which all the emotions proper 
to the o ccasion may have full swing, while the actor is all 
the time on the alert for every detail of  his xnethod. It may 
be that his playing will be more spirited one night than an­
_other but the actor who combine s the electric force of a 
strong personality with a mastery of the re sources of his art 
will have a greater power over his audience s '  than the passion­
. les s  actor who gives a most artistic simulation of  the emotions 
he never experience s . 140 
In defense of real feeling,  Irving says--
Diderot laid down a theorf that an actor never feels the part 
he is acting. It is, of course, true that the pain he suffers 
is not real pain, but I leave it to anyom who has ev?r f'elt 
his orm heart touche d by the woes of another, to say if he can 
even imagine a case where the man who follo�� in mi nutest 
detail the hi story of an emotion, from its i ncepti on onward, 
i s  the only one who can be stirred by it. 141 
Irving poses the following question: "How can anyone be temperate 
in the mtdst of his passion , lest it be that his consciousness and 
purpose remain to him? 'r l42 He claims that " it i s  in the union of 
all the powers--the harmony of gait and utterance and emoti on that 
co�victi on li es. u 143 In other words , feeling an emotion must be i n  
accord with and complimentary to the lines or dialogue of the play. 
Stanislavsky,  Bridge, McGraw, and Irving ,  in that order, 
have treated the subje ct of feeling and noted the i mportance of 
real feeling in truthfully expressing a character. 
Communion With and Adjusting or Relating To 
Other A ctors on: the Stage 
The subject is  discus se d most inclusively by Stanislavsky 
who devoted two separate chapters to it. McGraw' s text makes much 
briefer  mention of the subje ct .  
Constantin Stanislavsky--An A ctor Prepares 
✓ - First i n  regard to conutunion, the importance of i t  to the 
actor is noted :  
Without absorbing from others or giving yourself to othe:s , 
there can be no intercourse on the stage • • • � The eye 18 the 
m ·  f th 1 The vacant eye is the mirror of the irror o e sou . 
• , his look empty soul It i s  important that an ac vor s eyes , . '  






Pond to the life o a uman up great inner resources to �orres . th tage he should 1 i h . t All tho t1mo he 1s on e 8 , · sou n is par • . . 
.,J '"' 
with the other act.ors in be sharing these spiritual resources 
the play. lli4 
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The text further explains that if the actor wants to hold the 
audience ' s  attentio n, he must constantly be exchanging fee lings,  
' 
thoughts,  and actions with the other characters on the stage . 145 
41 
In explanation of how this communion between actors or 
characters take s place Stanislavsky says : "When you want to com­
municate with a person you must fir�t see k out his soul, his inner 
·world . 11 146 "All that is ne ce ssary is for two pe ople to come into 
close contact ,  and a natu:�cal , mutual exchange take s place . I give 
my thoughts to you, and you make an effort to ab s orb s omething of 
my knowle dge and experie nce • 1 1 147 In o tl1er words , for communion or 
truthful intercourse on the stage , the actor must have belie f in 
the other characters as well as his own . For further clarification 
of this point the text state s :  '_' Try to be in dire ct re lation to 
your partner,  and to transmit to him your 01-m fee lings, analogous 
to tho se of the characte r  you are playing . The re st, the comple te 
., 
fusion of the actor with his part, happens automatically. 11 148 
Finally, for reinforcerrent and simplification o f  this are a, 
the text explains t.hat " if you want others ( whe ther it be the audi­
en9e or the other actors) to se nse the ge reral me aning of your feel­
ings , you must be experienci.ng what you are trying to transmit . 11 149 
A n  A ctor Prepare s de fine s adaptation as the " inne r and outer 
human me ans that pe ople use in adj usting to one another in a vari­
ety of re latio nships and also as an aid in affe cting an obje ct . 1 1 150 
The text note s four specific effe cts of adaptation :  
( 1) It can give v ivid expre ssion of  inner feel�ngs or though�s .  
( 2) It can call your atte ntion to the person with whom you wish 
to be in contact. 
( 3) It ca n prepare your partner by putting him in a moo d  to 
respond to you. 
( 4) It can transmit certain invisible messages, which can 
only be felt and not put into words . 1.51 
Solli3 of the qualities or m ethods noted l-Jhich may be used for 
adaptation or adjustment are: vividness, colorfulnes s ,  boldness, 
delicacy, shading , and taste . 1.52 The primary function of this 
adaptation is to convey meaning. Although "your first duty is to 
adapt yourself to your partner ,u lS3- several adaptations m ay be made 
to the spectators and "for that purpose we make use of sustained, 
clear-cut, coherent, logical action. 11 154 
Concerning the role of the subconscious in adaptation it 
is propose d :  " In every process  of cormnunication, necessarily 
involving a djustme nt (adaptations) ,  both the subconscious a nd 
intuition play a large , if not the principal part.nl 5.5 
Charles McGraw--Acting is Believing 
Since the ultimate purpose of acting is not the action 
itself·, but rather a revelation of its significance ; the actors 
rela ting to other charac te rs, images, objects, and the audience is 
important in bringing out the significance of the action . In other 
words, " the final intere st of the audience is not in the eve nts of 
the play but in what they mean to the characters involved • • • • 
The basis for realizing this meaning is the technique of ' relatin
g 
to objects and to o ther characters. ' u
l.56 
Concerning the actor relating to other charac
ters : · " Both 
consciously and unconsciou?lY he -will make log
ical· and. psychological 
42 
adjustments to the other person and such adj ustments are dependent 
upon the other ' s  presence, person�lity, and upon the given cir­
cumstances .n l57 Here ag ain the adj ustments are to point up the 
significance of the meaning of the action and the effects· of the· 
play. 
Stanislavsky and McGraw have noted the importance of 
communing with other characters on the stage and adjusting to other 
characters, obje cts, and the audience . 
Observation 
Observation and its role in character development is noted 
by several texts. 
Constantin Stanislavsky--An A ctor Prepares 
Since "every memory, in some form or another, remains in 
"') 
our memory and can be used when neede d, 11 1.58 Stanislavsky demands 
that the actor must have at his disposal a wealth of material taken 
from his observations of life . He demands that the act.or be obser­
va�t not only on the stag e, but also in real life and that he con­
centrate wit,h all his being on whatever attracts his attention. l.59 
In regard to nature as a source for observation the author contends 
that " nothing in life is more powerful than nature, and it should 
be the obje ct of constant observation.11 16o 
The fruits of ob servation, he explains, provide the actor 
with " the most nece ssary, important, and living emotional raaterial 
43 
on which your main creativeness is based.ul61 
Charles McGraw--A cting is Believing 
McGraw explains that it is the actor's duty to observe and 
note not only that which can be reproduced on the stage, but anything 
and everything that reveals truth or provides understanding about 
'What may be produced there.16 2 "The actor trains himself to be 
o6servant constantly and to retain details." 163 By details McGraw 
means spe cific manne risJns and traits of the persons observed . 164 
For practice and application of these observations the author 
suggests that the actor supply circumstances which would stimulate 
believable action true of some person he had observed . For adapting 
observations the actor must supply imaginary circumstances which will 
promote the action, belief, and feeling he desires for the stage.165 
Another means of technical observation involves the principle of 
abstraction and the actor use s it by observing anilnals or ob jects 
and then taking out as many of their qualitie s as may be useful in 
developing a character. These characteristics may serve the actor 
as starting points of belief. 166 
Richard Boleslavsky--Act i.ng-.:.The Firs·� � Lessons 
What has observation to do with acting? . Boles.lavsky 
replies--
It helps a student of the theatre to notice everything unusual 
and out of the ordinary in eve:r-,1day life • It build� his memory, 
his storage memory, with all the visible m�nife�tation� of t?e 
human spirit . It makes him sensitive to sincerity and to maxe-
believe .  It develops his sensory and muscular memory and 
44 
facilitates his adjustment to any business he may be required 
to do in· ·a par t. It opens his eyes to the full extent in 
appre ciation of  different personalities and values i n  pe ople 
and works of art . And lastly, it e nriches his inner li.fe by 
full and exte nsive consummation of everything i n  outward life . 16 7 
Observatio n  is important to the actor in that it is II the only thing 
'Which can stimulate inspi:t_'ation in him. 11 16 8 
Stanislavsky, M cGraw, and Boleslavsky, in that order, noted 
the 1 importance and application of observations in creating a char­
acter . 
Impromptu Te chnique 
The text by Bridge is the only _one which considers the 
impromptu te chnique as a sole method in itself . Within the explana­
tion of this te chnique, the reader will note many subje cts which 
have bee n  treate d similarily by other texts under various other 
subje�ts . 
William Bridge --A ctor in the Making 
According to Bridge , it is spe cifically through the 
" Impromptu Te chnique" that the actor reaches superior heights of 
character de velopment . The following portio n of the -text A ctor in 
the Making best exemplifies the ma jor principles of this te chnique : 
Since life and drama itself consist of a sequence of 
impromptu a ctivity wa pro je ct the individual into certain 
situatio ns outside his o�m life nexus in which he must act 
as if the �i tua tion l1ere real. He has not time to think-­
or plan what to do ( as is the case in life ) as a rule . He 
cannot do other than act as a whole . Ha must ge t out of the 
45 
situation. The action  will be largely determined by the 
stimulus but be limited by the customary action patterns 0£ 
the actor. However, since these customary patterns represent 
the limited life ' s  sphere of the individual, the new situa­
tion will tend to break them down. The actor will do things · 
he has not done before : find new words, new voice, and in 
general call up into controlled action, hitherto unexpre ssed  
phases of his personality. The result of  the pro cess is to ' 
release hidden stores of  psychological and emotional resources 
and to enrich the experience itself .  And since the subje ct is 
under the constant obligation to invent, the creative imagina-
tion is consequently stimulatect.169 
Bridge continues to explain that the source of material for the 
impromptu situation is " e voked from the life experience and the 
subconscious of the actor. 11 170 
46 
He continues by rioting some of the most important prelimin-
ary disciplines of this technique : 
Be fore experiencing the release which comes with impromptu 
exercise at its best we need certain discipline to sharpen the 
faculties of  concentration and imagination. The work of the 
actor demands a hieh degree of concentration for he must be 
able to fo cus his attention at will so that nothing will de ­
tach him from his imagined  world and the life he is living on 
the stage. 17l 
In conclusion Bridge quotes certain comments and ge r:eral 
m axims of other dire ctors which he feels support and further the 
contentions of his own I I Impromptu Technique." 




Never anticipate . Co ncerning this Stanislavsky says--A 
person never knows what he is going to say, it is only 
actors who know. 
Suit the action to the word. 
A cting is not trickery or de ce�t • . Be truthfu� and _honest 
on the stage, do sincerely, thinking and feeling since�e ly 
whatever your character would. 
Do not worry about the right po se : Be sure you remember 
the feelings you had which prompted you to find th�t pose.
17 2 
William Bridge has explained the working of  the
· impromptu 
te chnique and its value in character development • 
Te chnical Skills 
The role of the te chnical skills in the int.ernal method 
of characte r  development is note d  briefly by various text s . 
William Bridge--A ctor in the Maktng 
William Bridge explains the- reason for lack o f  vocal 
proje ction : 
The lack o f  proje ction arise s  from inner lack which no amount 
of megaphoning will really cure . The fact  i s ,  the actor i s  
not i n  the situation . Let him pause , recall some point i n  
his 01m past i n  which similar elernent s  were pre sent ;  le t him. 
re cover the sights , sounds , srr�lls,  or the se nsations and the 
whole fee ling state of that earlier time . When human s ound 
i s  filled with vivid feeling and molde d by deliberate thought,  
it take s on a carrying po�rer out of proportion to mere vol­
ume .173 
Constant.in Stanislavsky--A n A ctor Prepare s 
Stanislavsky warns his students against mere external pre ­
c:ientation . " Ne ve r  allop yourself exte rnally to portray anything . ·  
that you have not inwardly experience d . u l 74 
Charle s McGraw--A cting is Believin� 
Charle s McGraw warns students of acting to avoid using 
cliche s  and stere otyped mannerisms . He emphasize s that the ex­
ternals must re sult from the character' s motivating de sire .
175  
Henry Irving -The Drama 
Henry Irving no te s  the danger of technical recitation : 
To pre sent. the man ( a characte r) thinking aloud is  the most 
difficult achieverr.2nt of our art . Here _the actor who has no 
real grip of  the character, but simply re cites the spee ches 
47 
with a ce rtain grace and intelligence, will be untrue. The 
more intent he is upon the words, and the less on the ideas 
that dictated them, the more likely he is to lay himself open 
to the charge of me chanical interpretation . 17 6 
Jerome Rockwood--The Craftsman of Dionysus 
48 
In The Craftsman of Dionysus the author explains the limita-
tion of mere technical skill: 
If the play-goer marvels at the actor ' s  technical skills but is 
not moved by the situations in which the actor is supposedly in­
volved, that actor has failed . External te chnique is a must 
ye t these external trappings can become just so mu.ch flumrnery 
if the actor doe s not reveal to us the inner spirit of the char­
acte r as well.17 7  
Bridge , Stanislavsky, McGraw, Irving, and Ro ckwood, in that 
order, noted when technical skills should and should not be used 
by the actor. 
Characterization 
Alt.hough the previous areas considered in the analysis are 
directly, indirectly, or ultimately aimed at the final goal of char-_ . 
acterization., it would be impossible to logically and coherently 
discuss all the individual areas under the single heading of char­
acterization. Nevertheless, the writer ' s  analysis would be incom­
ple te without noting those texts which devot8 specific attention 
to characterization under th9 specific chapter or subheading · of the 
same name . 
Charles MdJ-raw--A cting is Believing 
Charles McGraw expounds this contention
 which is similarily 
I I 
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advocated by Stanislavsky: tt Characterization begins with the dis­
covering of the character ' s  motivating desire and proceeds with 
breaking the role into small units--eac� with a clearly understood 
int.ention which will help in accomplishing the larger purpose ." 178 
Concerning n Characteri zation through Externalsfl the author 
explains that t1 they are manifestations of the character which de­
part from the actor' s  wigs,  padding , dialects, and physical attri­
but� s such as posture, a manner of walking or sitting, a distinct 
ge sture, or any such physical abnorrnali ty as being lame or hunched­
back . n 179 However, in concurrence with the writers of .the ot.her 
texts he contends that all external details of a characterization, 
must be ultimately determined by the motivating desire behind the 
charact�r' s actions.180 
Richard Boleslavsky--Acting--The· First Six Lessons 
Boleslavsky in his chapter devot�d to characterization ex­
plains that in developing characterization one must through practice . 
and observation master all of the general human emotions . Then 
after personally asking and answering all the questions which are 
dire ctly or indirectly related to the specific situation of  the 
specific character (What is the purpose of the scene , Who are you, 
and ·what are You? ), one must look for the fundamental quality 
of freedom in expressing your emotions :  absolute, unlimited free--. 
dom and ease . That free dom will be your characterization o f  the 
emotions at hand . 181 
For further clarification Boleslavsky states that when 
building a character to represent one real believable person the 
actor must draw living examples from the life which surrounds 
him . 1 8 2  
Jerome Rockwood--The Craftsman of Dionysus 
Characterization is 1f how we do what we do, " 183 and is 
based on a complex personality which is the sum of our physical 
and psychological characteristics.184 This exemplifies Jerorre 
Rockwood 1 s prime contention in regard to characterization. 
The psychological elerr�nts or characteristics, he propose s, 
"are the backbone of your character ; they are the keys to his mo­
tivation; they are what make him the person he is." 185 
The physical characteristics he says comprise the transla­
tion of these psychological elem3nts into physical eA"Pre ssion . 186 
50 
He warns the actor, hovr�ver,  that the physical imitation is not 
sufficient unless there is an inner psychological drive behind it.187 _ 
Concerr..ing the use of costurnes, props, words, music,  animals, ob­
jects, and pictures in characteri zation, the text note s that they 
may be stimuli for evoking particular feelings and expressing phys­
ical and psychological traits of a character but the actor must 
have the inner feeling or understanding of the specific trait before 
. . t h . 1 . o 
·188 ha attempts to translate it in o p ysica expre ssi n. 
The texts of :McGraw, Boleslavs�.r, and Rockwood have noted 
spe cific principles concerning characterization . 
This chapter has analyzed sub je cts  ( arbitrarily name·d 
by the ·writer) in terms of various texts ' tre atment of them . 
Within e ach of the subje cts analyze d, the principal statements­
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CHA PI'ER III 
SYNTW�IS OF THE INTERNAL METHO D 
On the basis of the analysis, the follo,dng ger.�ral state­
ment,s can be made concerning each of the subjects analyzed in the 
internal method of character development in acting. 
Preparation 
During the initial preparation of a character,  the actor 
must discover the basic personality of his character and also 
what is in the psychological and physical b ackground of this char­
acter that make s him the way he is . In this discovery process, 
the material that is not supplied by the playwright must be evolved 
from the working imagination of the actor. 
A fter this initial and general study", the actor must de cide 
what it is  specifically that moves his character to do and say what 
he does and why. In other words, the character's spe cific motiva-
tional drives must be discovered. 
Finally, before attempting to truthfully express the char-
acter, the act.or must have developed his faculties of imagination, 
concentration, memory of emotion and feeling, and all the inrer 
faculties or re source s which give rise to the creation of a char-
acter or anot.he r life • 
Action, Gesture, and Prupose 
All action on the stage must have reason and purpose and 
result from true inner conviction or belief . 
Imagination 
Imagination is imperative to the actor in that it provides 
the stimulus , the insight, and tqe belief which is necessary for 
production of truthful character behavior. 
It is only through the use of imagination that an actor 
can have inner belief in the character or the new life that he is 
creating . 
Co nee ntra tion 
An actor must be able to concentrate with his external and 
internal natures on -.matever is determined by the character he is 
portraying. Whether it be on a physical ob ject or the inner 
thoughts of the character, the actor must be concentrating and 
not seem to be concentrating . 
Units, Ob je ctives , and Motives 
(Guides for the Actor) 
A character ' s thoughts , words , and actions may be divi
ded 
into sections cal led ob je ctives. These objectives may be su
b­
divided further into smaller sections known as  units • 
Each of 
the units ,  such as taking off your shoes,  combine to
 comprise the 
6 1  
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total objective , such as g etting undresse d .  Each of  the smaller 
objectives, such as getting undressed, are part of a larger ob­
je ctive , such as getting ready to go to bed. Breaking your 
thoughts, words, and actions into such units and obje ctives will 
g ive your character a guide to mark the way it should take and it 
will help to p oint up the individual intentions of your character. 
Once the actor has given thought to and named the spe cific inten­
tions or obje ctive s of his character, he must study the character 1 s 
line s and reach into his own inner re source s and experience s to 
find the motivating drive or de sire which move s his character to 
carry out these units and obje ctives . 
The " super objectiveu or largest obje ctive include s all 
the units and smaller individual objective s of  the characte r, and 
the actor must find the super objective 1 s motivating drive or drives 
in a similar manner and keep it in mind constantly . 
Feeling a Sense of Truth 
For the actor to have this  feeling of a sense of truth in 
all that his character says and does on the stage he must activate 
his imagination to carry him into the imaginary world of  his char­
acter, and then call upon his inner re sour ce s  and re call situations 
and re sulting fee lings in his own life and experience which are 
analogous to _those being experienced by his character. 
Emotion 
Before an actor can truthfully and meaningfully express 
an emotion through the character he is playing, he must re call a 
si tuation or experience in his own life which elici tad a similar 
emotional state to the one being experienced by his character. 
Through practice and exercise the actor must develop the 
ability to recall these similar emotional states  with ease and 
apply them to the character he is portraying . 
Feeling and Sensibility 
Feeling on the stage must be real and not simulated . 
Feeling and sensibility co�e not directly but through 
past experience and association � 
The character' s feelings, as seen through the actor, n1ust 
be motivated from within him. 
Cormnunion With and Adjusting or Relating To 
· O ther Actors on the Stage 
For truthful communion or intercourse to exist, the actor 
must believe not only in his o�m character, but also in the other 
· characters with whom he is in contact. 
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By adjusting and relating to obje cts and other characters, 
the significance or meaning of the action is revealed. This is 
accomplished through viviclr1ess, color, boldness ,  de·licacy, and 
shading, and it is carried out by both conscious and subconscious 
means. 
Observation 
Observation of ever.rthing , especially nature, is extremely 
important to the actor in that it supplies vast am ounts of 
material--qualities, trai ts, mannerisms, and ideas which can be 
useful in developing a character. 
Observation can stimulate the imagination and be a starting 
point for belief. 
Technical Skills 
External manifestations are valuable and important to 
character development and presentation, but only when they are 
the result of inner belief and conviction. 
Characterization 
All characterization mu.st be founde d initially and ulti­
mately on the inner, psychological, and underlying motivational 
asp:3 cts of the character .  
The actort s  development of the character must be founded 
on his· inner resources and experiences and their appli�ation and 
adaptation to the specific  character to be developed . 
Each of  the sub jects included in the analysis has also 
been included in the above synthesis. The synthetic stateme nts 
comprise or encompass the· general contBntions and principles which 
64 
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were laid dow-n by the various authors in the analysis. 
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aIAPTIB IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE EXTERNAL METHOD 
Preparation 
Various preparatory processes needed. by the actor prior to 
ar� during character development are noted by vario us texts . 
:Miriam Franklin--Rehearsal 
The basic fundamentals which the actor needs to posse ss and 
develop according to Miriam Franklin are concentration, observation, 
and c o-operation . 
Learn to c once ntrate . Work on  it under the most adverse 
circumstances ,  until your train of thought can I t be disturbed .  
Acq uire the habit of being observant . Study _human nature • 
• • • Observe , and rem3�ber your observations. 
Co-operation with the director and the other actors is a 
must . 1 
These are the prime fundamentals in the actor ' s training . The a uthor 
also  explains , however, that the actor must have or develop an imag­
ination, an acute ear, and the ability to express emotionally. 2 
In more explicit terms, Franklin nctes numerous steps in 







Re-read and study the e ntire play . 
Determine the share that each character plays in developi r€ 
the storJ and the plot . 
Determire relationships among characters. 
Discover all you can about your character--how he' s treated 
by others , · what he says, and 1-Jh.at his background pr obably_ was .  
Visualize your character--size, walk, voice, mannerisms ,  
actions ,  and clothing. 
Learn to h.!lOW how your character will react to other 
characters and determine the characteristics appropriate to 
your character. 
( 7) futermine what will be appropriate for your character ,  when 
he is on the stage but has no lines .3 
The author continues by explaining the importance of and 
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the need for the detennination of "builds." She explains that "many 
phrases and sentences. have one or two words that are more important 
than others--key words that should have a little punch, a signifi­
cant inflection, or more careful timing ."4 Such phrases , sentences, . 
pauses, and inflections may combine to build a climax .  "There are 
marry ways to build a clirnax--a low earnest voice, punctuated with 
telling pauses, can be far more impressive than a roaring voice • 
It is the actor' s  duty to study his play, to find the 'builds ' that 
are in the writing ,  and then to enhance these with his delivery ." 5 
Closely associate d with the are a of " builds"- is the matter 
of "pace . u Expounding on this the author notes that " the le ngth of 
time between phrases varies , "  and in the preparation of phrasing or 
in the determining of pacing marr3 things control it; such as, the 
size of the room, the importance of the thought, and the personality 
and mood of the character."6 Finally concerning "pace, "  the author 
de als with- " cues" which she propose s ·may be picked up with words, 
action, and emotional expression. "Cues," the author feels, should 
be memorized  as if they were part of the actor ' s  own lir�s. 7 
Finally in regard to prepa..ration, the writer notes eight 
points given by tne text to aid the actor in making a systematic 









From the author' s material try to learn of your character's 
background. 
( 8) 
Get acquainted with the author' s  other �rritings, his 
experiences, tastes, et cetera. 
Recall people you have known that. have some of your char-
acter1 s traits. 
Discuss your character with the director . 
Take on your character' s spee ch, movement, and ·feelings. 
Move through the action of the play while memorizing. 
Keep remembering and applying the theory that outer action 
precedes and helps to build inner emotion. 
Work with your props. 8 
Ienis Diderot--The Paradox of A cting 
De nis Diderot, perhaps the most renown initiator of the 
external method, notes in the text The Paradox of A cting, the gen­
eral approach which should be taken in order that the desire d out­
come :may result. 
He who comes out from the wing · without having his whole scherr� 
of acting in his head, his whole part m arked out, will all his 
life play the part of a beginner, or if endo��d with intre­
pidity, self sufficiency, and spirit, he relies on his quick­
ness of wit and the habit of his calling, he will bear you 
down with his fire and the intoxication of his emotions , and 
you will applaud him as an expert of painting might smile at 
a free sketch, vibere all was indicated and nothing marked. 
Take them for ·what they are worth, but . do not compare them to 
· a finished pictux� . 9 
. From this observation it m ay  be noted that the actor' s  preparation, 
. Diderot contends, should be concerned with the careful and complete 
calculation of every thought, word, and action of  the character. 
Constant Coquelin--The A rt of the Actor -- - - -
Constant Coquelin deals briefly and indirectly with pre­
paration in the text The Art of the A cto::_. It is proposed that 
tt The existence of the actor must be dual . O ne  part of him is the 
performer, the instrumentalist; another the instrunient to be played 
on. Number one conceives the character and number two realizes 
his person . n lO 
Later in the text , Coguelin explains that it is the actor• s 
responsibility to adhere to the original interpretation. by the 
author of the script and not to try to transcend the character he 
plays and breathe in his own interpretation.ll 
In · other words, in '· the preparation of a character,  the actor 
must on the ore hand be aware of his two-part existence and prepare 
his characterization with this realization, and on the other hand 
the actor must not deviate from the author ' s  interpretation of the 
script. Throughout the preparation these essential elements, 
according to· Coquelin, : sh�uld be kept in mind. 1
2 
Halliam Bosworth--Technique and Dramatic Art 
Bosworth contends that--
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The roost important process of a character study is an intel­
lectual one • . • • The study of the part is an intelle ctual 
proce ss, since it has place in his thought, not his emotions . 
He - practic9S the physical or mechanical elements of his 
performance at rehearsals and builds the intellectual and emotion 
structure - thereon. 13 
An insight into the general overall me thod of preparation 
needed  by the actor is found in the following statement by 
Bosworth: 
The actor should endeavor to grow in an understanding -of human 
psychology, human motives ,  and human virtues and feelings. 
There is much necessity in his work for interpretation of 
human motives and impulse s . There are times when  he must inquire 
of himself, what would the person do in this case. When 
trying to de termine the· motives of the· character he is 
stueying he may ask himself, what would I do in a similar 
situation. His solution will be correct  only in so far as 
he has approximated a correct understanding of hurnan virtues , 
feelings, and motives .14 · 
When an actor begins to study and prepare for his part, 
Bosworth says he should read the entire play and try to gain a con­
ception of' his character' s  relation to the story .15 A fter the 
actor knows what his character's motives are, and what his charac­
ter ' s  relation is to the oj:,her characters in the story, he must 
then decide upon what characterization he vtlll give his part. 16 
The texts of Franklin, Diderot, Coquelin, and Bosworth, in 
that order, have noted the importance and methods of preparation in 
the development of a character. 
Action 
A ction and its role in character development is notably 
•) 
discussed by two texts . 
Halliam Bosworth--Technique in Dramatic Art 
Various contentions concerning action are made throughout 
the text. Initially it is proposed that--"Whatever t,he actor has 
to do he should anticipate with exactness so th.at r-.nen the t:irr.e 
comes to do it he is ready and can do it in a definite positive 
way . n l  7 
The text explains vario us technique s for correctly execu-
ting specific actions. For example : ','The perfect physical 
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technique of turning to the right would be to turn the eyes, head, 
and shoulders to the right and to start off with the right, not 
the left_; foot.u 18 
In regard to' the importance of magnification of action in 
the theatre the author explain·s that through practice and experience 
the actor must learn how to exaggerate gesture, action, and pitch 
of the tone to the proper degree, so that all the audience can be 
reached. 19 The author, however, warns against the overuse of 
gesture . 20 Further principles of gesture execution are given:  
Physical reaction to feeling is expressed through the solar 
plexus and travels outward along the limbs to the extrerrdties. 
When a physical impulse has been properly started from the 
solar plexus, and sufficient impetus has been given to carrying 
it the full distance, it travels all the way to the extrerrdties 
and a correct gesture is made . 21 
The text continues to explain the proper techniques for externally 
producing specific gestures.  For example, an actor may express 
finality by swinging one or both arms downward, palms toward the 
floor . 22 
The author next treats the matter of "suiting the actioi:i 
to the word . "  The following principle concerning this is proposed: 
At times the action must be simultaneous with the word which 
it is meant to illustrate, as when a person says, " I  am going," 
he starts to go as he speaks the words. At other times action 
may prece de the words, and still other ti1nes it may follow. 
Therefore, suiting the action to the word include s all of these 
three methods of tre atment.. Whe ther action shall precede ,  
shall follow, or  shall be simultaneous with the words to which 
it belongs , depends upon the nature of the impulse which creates  
it. 23 
BoS'W'orth' s final consideration of this area comes under the 
subheading which he chooses to call "A ction and Distraction . " _ 
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Hera he explains that action for embellishment purpose s must not 
distract attentio n from the :main point of emphasis whether it be 
the actor ' s own lines or the line s and actions of the other char­
acters . The actor must determine what action serves to embellish 
and what action roare.ly thwarts the desire d  e ffe cts . 24 
Miriam Franklin--Rehearsal 
Miriam Franklin considers action under diffe re nt sub­
headings . First re garding stage " Busimss and Movement ., " it is 
proposed that there should be no movemant on the stage without a 
purpose . 25 She continue s to explain that " the dire ctor may insert 
movement to satisfy the mood, or to reveal fee lings, as anxiety., 
or excitement, or trepidation . He may use it to e stablish atmos­
phere . 11 26 It is explained that there are two kinds of  stage 
busine ss--definite and indefinite . " fufinite busine s s  is  that 
which is sugge sted by the line s themselve s . " 27 Inde finit.e busine ss 
is for the purpose of aiding characterization, creating atmosphere , 
or roorely embellishirent . 28 
Concerning "The Language of A ction" the text contends that 
" bo dily action is the basic substance which goe s into making 
dramatic production and the members of  the audience need to see 
all the action in �rder to sat· sfy their strong dramatic urge s ." 29 
In more spe cific relation to the actor it is explained that " hand 
and body action stimulate inner feeling which in turn generate s 
the impulse for movement . The n the body bsgins to re spond of its 
own volition ." 30 
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Co ncerning the role or action in expressing specific 
feelings the author notes specific examples. "A persons s state of 
mind can be _ shown in his feet • • • •  Nervousness may cause one to 
move about with short aimless steps. tt 31 
Finally, in regard to action, Franklin notes specific 
te chniques for executing spe cific hand gestures for a spe cifi� 
purpose . For example : "A hand gesture is emphatic when the actor 
executes the gesture up to the- strongest point, and then holds the 
position."32 
The texts of Bosworth· and Franklin have discussed the 
functions of action and various techniques for exe cuting actions. 
Emotion 
The subject of emotion is treated most extensi vely by the 
text of Miriam Franklin,  however other texts also note· the subject 
with relation to character development. 
Miriam_ Franklin--Rehearsal 
Early in the text, "Emotional Recall" is dealt with. The 
autJ1or explains that by thinking through a situation i n  which you 
had a similar emotional reaction to that of your character ' s, it may 
help you to depict feelings of your character which you have never 
experienced . "As you work on your part, try to recall your · own 
em ot,ional experiences that will help you understand the characte·r •  s 
actions. u 33 
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Concerning the projection of emotions, the author proposes 
the following : 
Emoti ons are shm,m i n  m any ways : eye expressj.on, words, 
turns, and mannerisms will all _  tell the audience that you feel 
joy, excitement, embarrassment, .fear, or hope • • • • The face 
is mo.st accurate in showing feeli ngs. Slight changes around 
the e�-es, mouth, and jaw register em otions that the audience 
can grasp qu ickly. You must magnify these muscular changes in 
order to point-up the emotions of your character.34 
Concerning the actual experiencing of emotions the author 
contends that emotions need not necessarily be experienced in order 
to be expressed clearly. 
To portray an emotion in a play does not ne cessarily mean 
that the actor should live the part. The theatre wants no man 
in the white heat of anger, no grief stricken woman, no 
passionate murderer among its players. These emotions are 
expressed  for the theatre, but not experienced for it. 
The good actor is able to show emotional tension without 
taxing his own feeli ngs unduly, and with a minimum of exertion 
on his part . 3 5  
Later in the text Franklin explai ns the necessity of  the 
actor to be able to adjust his emotions on the stage. She conte nds 
that the actor must learn to adapt and adjust his emotions to his 
character, be able to change quickly from one emotion to another, 
and be able to express two widely different emotions simultaneously . 36 
Next the importance of imagery in producing emotion is  noted. 
Emotio�s, the author contends, are stirred by the imagery in the 
play and since eve!jr player i s  stri ving to project to  members of the 
audience the right sympathetic emotions, the study of imagery i s  of 
immeasurable aid in the work of the student actor. 37 For projecting 
this imagery the author notes:  "Every image can be m ade vivid with 
vocalized feeling. 1 1 38 
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The remaining portion of the text dealing with emotio ns  is 
c onc erned primarily with the aspects of and specific  te chniques for 
externally exe cuting specific emotions. Happiness , it is explained ,  
has many external signs such as bright eyes, smiles , light steps , 
and the like , and laughter demands the action of the diaphragm . 
For the exe cution of  laughter the author explains : " Begin by 
coughing ha-ha-ha, slowly at first and then faster un1:,il you are 
out of breath, draw a fast deep breath and continue the coughing.n39 
This should be repeated until natural laughing res ult� . Ange r may 
be simulated by breathing in_ different ways . For example : . " Sharp 
inhalations and force ful exhalations often accompany the growth of 
anger.u 40 Many other principles are given for similar pleasant 
and unpleasant emotions . 
Finally, Franklin gives a principle which is general and 
yet quite inclusive in the area of emotions . 
If the actor feels only the inmr reaction hs is not a cting the 
emotion for the audience. J ust feeling the emotion is not 
enough ; he must show it . The greater the inte nsity of the 
anger ( the emotion) , the more physical strain, and visible 
restraint o f  that strain, there will be in its e.xpression. 41 
Halliam Bosworth--Technique in Dramatic Art 
Bosworth is brief and concise in dealing with emotion .  The 
follo,r.i.ng principles proposed by the author give a basic insight 
into his beliefs concerning the subject : 
It is good practice for the actor just bef�re he enters upon 
a scene to se ttle himself upon the mood which he shall carry 
on with him . While waiting outside for his cue he can think 
7S 
of what his moo d  is to be , whether of j oy, .sadness,  or any 
other emotion, and thus he can be fully pe rvade d with it 
whe n he e nters . 42 
"The actor must interpret from the line , the moo d  or emotion 
he should expres s . He must also ,  of course , sele ct the right 
reading in order to bring out the proper sense ."  43 
11 During his study the actor should think out his te chnique , 
always forming a W8ntal picture of himself in the act of expres sing 
the emotio ns and performing the me chanical busine ss of his 
conception ." 44 
Constant Coque lin--The Art of the A ctor 
Coquelin is even more concise and dire ct in his treatment 
of emotion .  "The truth according to my mind i s  that in order  to 
call forth emotion we ourselves must not fee l  it ; and that the 
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actor must in all circumstance s remain the absolute master  of himself, 
and leave nothing to cha.nee • 1 1 45 
The texts of Franklin, Bosworth, and Coquelin have treated . 
material dealing with the role of emotion in characte r  devel opment . 
Tech nique s for exe cuting emotions were discussed . 
Feeling 
The importance of feeling in  the external method of 
character  deve lopmant is  noted by various texts . 
De ·nis Diderot--The Paradox of Acting 
The Paradox of Acting emphasizes the unimportance of 
feeling to the actor ' s method. 
At  the very moment when he (the actor) touches your heart he 
is listening to his ovm voice ; his talent depends not , as you 
think, upon feeling, but upon rendering so  exactly the outward 
·signs of feeling,  that you will fall into the trap . H� has 
learnt before a mirror e·very particle of his despair . 4° 
Diderot later in the text explains the pitfalls of some 
beginners. "If the young beginner is still far from perfe ct, it is 
because he is too much of a novice to avoid feeling. "47 The author 
exemplifies this point by explaining that such an actor has not 
removed himself from the narrow limits which his natural sensibility 
has imposed on him. 48 
In the closing paragraph of. his text, D iderot inclusively 
explains his principle regarding feeling. 
Do not pe ople talk in society of a man being a good actor? 
•)They do not mean that he feels , but, that he excels in simulating 
though he feels mothing--a part much more difficult than that 
of the actor ; for the man of the world has to find dialogue 
beside s, and to fulfill two functions , the poet ' s  and the 
actor ' s. The poet on the stage may be more clever  than the 
actor of private life , but is it to be believed that an actor 
on the stage can be deeper, cleverer ,  in feigning joy, sadness, 
sensibility, admiration, hate and tenderness, than an old 
courtier?4Y 
Miriam Franklin--Rehearsal 
Franklin contends tha t--"We human beings ofte n bul:ld our 
7 7  
inrer reactions as we take on the outer expression of the emotion . 1
1 5o 
Continuing along this line , the author subscribes to - the James Lange 
the ory which in e ssence proposes the principle that action is the 
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que for passion . In other words , the actor 1 1 puts on the outJ..iard 
muscle movements with words , smiles , scowls , muscular te ns ion, dre ss,  
actions , and atmosphere ; the inner feeli ng is built up as a 
result . n .51 
Constant Coquelin--The Art of the A ctor 
In the appendix of Coqu.e lin' s text The Art of _!he A ctor 
a distinct line of differe nce is found between He nry Irving' s a nd  
Coquelin' s beliefs re garding feeling . " Irving c ontende d that the 
actor felt, and Coque lin that the actor only s imula ted fee ling . n 52 
From this excerpt a basic insight into Coquelin1 s contention 
concerning feeling can be see n .  
The texts o f  Diderot, Franklin, and Coque lin have note d  
the unimportance o f  real feeling for the expre ssion of believable 
feeling . 
Seeming and Being 
The sub je ct 0£ s eeming and being is concerne d  with the 
unimportance of being and the importance of seeming to be another 
pa rs on on  the stage . 
Miriam Franklin--Rehearsal 
The text Rehearsal notes sufficient external te chnique s  which 
exemplify that it is c once rned with the actor ' s  ability to " seem 
to be . " For example , the eye and face are noted as vehicles by 
which ·the actor can com unicate a s tate of seaming _ rather than 
_ actually being .  "You _ must u�e your brow to show feelings . " 53 
Conce rning the process  of seeming to  think o n  stage the 
following te chnique is given .  "When a pers on thinks hard , he often 
s tares into space or twists his fingers or sits fixedly with knitted 
eyebrows . r, 54 Further exemplification of the use of the eyes in 
perpetrating a sense of illusion · is given . n The movement of the 
eye s  ca!l be made to suggest e ither se cre cy or liste ning to 
s omething . nSS 
Concerning the importance of seeming or being, or as the 
author puts it, " Pointers on Pro jecting , "  Franklin says that-­
Although he ( the actor) seems to be talking, feeling , and 
gesturing for his associates on the stage , he is  really not 
conce rned  with them,  but rathe r with those in the darkened 
house , back to the v�ry last  row • • • •  Learn to  throw your 
voice for those in the back rows , gesture with full arm or 
forearm instead of fingers or hand ,  bring out final consonants 
in syllables ,  speak pre cisely, e nlarge your facial expressions 
and small muscular movements of the b ody, and emphasize your 
outward displays of emotions ; all these a id in pointing-up . 56 
Based on the above principles and te chnique s it is seen that the 
author ' s  principal c oncern is ·w1. th 11 seeming to  be" in  order to 
produce an illusion rather than tt being0 in order to produce a 
reality.  
Halliam Bosworth--Te chnique in Dramatic Art 
" The actor says nothing and does nothing in private life 
in the same way as on the stage : it is a differe nt world . "  57 In 
other words , Bosworth propose s  that the actor ' s life on tha stage 
· is one of seeming not bei ng and t.l'la t his purpose i s  to c ornmunica te 
an illus ion . Further support for this c ontention  i s  sho1-m in the 
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following statement : 
It is when the actors are worn out with constant rehearsals, 
are what we call use d up J that progress is surprising � From 
this moment each identifies himself with his part ; and it is 
at the end of this hard work that the performances begin and 
go on for six months on end while the sovereign and his 
subjects  e njoy the high pleasure that can be obtained from 
a stage illusion. �  
In other words, the actor on the · stage is seeming not being ; he 
is  presenting only an illusion. 
Lore nz Pe tersen--isychology �.!. Acting 
. In the text Psychology of Acting the actor Talma is quoted 
as saying : " Only that is true on the stage which is untrue in 
life . "  59 Perpetrating a view similar to his external forerunners ,  
Peterse n proposes t.hat tt  the actor has t o  afford the audience an  
artistic pleasure in  the illusionary sense. " 60 Once again, the 
emphasis  is on seeming rather than being. 
Constant Coquelin--!he Art of the Actor 
Constant Coquelin notes that the actor trmay have the 
appearance of beauty and draw all he arts without actually pos se ssing 
it (beauty) . We should be wrong to believe that no really superior 
perfonnance exists except those which realise the absolute conformity 
between the actor and his part. u 61 
In regard to the use of the eyes as a vehicle of  
communicating illusion Coquelin says that " the eyes must always 
take part in the action, but they can seem to listen . without 
betraying the fact. " 62 
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Concerning the total objectivity required of the actor 
the author explains that the actor must always be able to see 
what he is doing and judge himself. He must never experience the 
sentiments he is expressing . 63 "Art, I repeat_ it, :i.s not 
identification. but repre sentatio n. Thus the famous axiom, ' if 
thou wouldst make me weep ,  weep then thyself, 1 is not therefore 
applicable to the actor . n 64 Again the author emphasizes veri-
similitude over reality. 
The texts of Franklin , Bo sworth, Petersen, and Coquelin 
have treated the subject of seeming and being, and have emphasized 
the importance of illusion rather than reality in character 
development. 
Imitation 
•J The subject of imitation is of notable importance in 
external character development and is treated by several texts. 
Denis Diderot--The Paradox �£ Acting 
In The Paradox of Acting Diderot notes that quality which 
is above all necessary to a great actor . 
He must have in himself an unmoved and disinterest3 d  onlooker . 
He must have , consequently, penetration and no sensibility; 
the art of mimicking everything , or , which corres to the same 
thing the same aptitude for every sort of character and 
part.6 5 
Not only is this a principal contention of  the Diderot the ory 
but it  also illuminates his yiews concerning the importance of 
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imitation or " mimicking" in acting . He continues to exemplify this 
conte ntion : 
The broke n voice , the half uttered words , the stifled or 
prolonged notes of agony, the trembling limbs , the faintir� ,  
the bursts o f  fury--all this is  pure mimicry, lessons carefully 
learned ,  the grimacing of s orrow, the magnificent aping which 
the actor remembars long after his first study of it, of  which 
he was i:erfe ctly conscious when he first put it before the 
public ,  and which leaves him� luckily for the poe t ,  the 
spe ctator, and himself,  a full freedom of mind . 66 
As the painter ' s portrait is_ wBrely an imitation of the :p3 rson 1 s 
likeness  s o  is  the actor ' s  portrayal merely an imitation of the 
real character . "Your picture , your acting, are mere portraits 
of individuals far below the general idea trace d by the poet  and 
the ideal  type of which I hope to have a represe ntation. "67  
Concerning the nature of  the lack of sensibility nee ded 
by the actor Diderot explains that it is " the faculty of knowing 
and imitating all natures . n68 It  is also  the " imagining of a 
mighty shape and ccpying it or imitating it with ge nius . 11 69 
Concerning the process  of be coming s ome one else on the 
stage · the author expre sse� his be lief that- -
One is one ' s  self by nature ; one be corres  sorr� one e lse -by 
imitation ;  the heart one is supposed to have is not the heart 
one has . What ,  then, is the true talent? That of knowing 
well the outward symptoms of the s oul we borrow, of addressing 
ourselves to the sensations of those who hear and see us ,  
of de ceiving them by the imitation of the se symptoms , by an 
imitation which aggrandizes  everything in the ir imagination, 
and which be comes the measure of their judgrre nt ;  for it is 
impossible otherwise to appre ciate that which passes inside · 
us . And after·  all , what does  it matter to us whe ther they 
· reel or do not feel,  so long as· �� know nothing about it? He , 
then, who bes t  knows and best renders , afte r  the bast  conce ived 
ideal type , these outward signs , is  the gre atest  actor . 70 
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Finally, the author note s that " what passion itself fails 
to do, passion we ll imitate d accomplishes . n 71 _ 
Halliam Boswo rth--Technique in Dramatic Art 
" It is well to try to visualize some famous actor in the 
role one is studying and try to act it as he would . n 72 Bosworth 
continues to express  his views on imitation by proposing that "art. 
is merely an imitation of na�ure ; and an imitatio n  can never be as 
perfe ct as the thing from which it is copied . 11 73 Although Bosworth 
recogni zes tha t the actor ' s imitation is not perfe ct  he proposes 
that "what we call the perfe ction of art can only be the neare st 
approach to  a ctual perfe ction that is  possible for imitative 
express ion to atta.in . " 74 
Lorenz Pete rse n--Psychology of A ctine 
Lore nz Petersen in Psychology of Acting note s indire ctly 
that the actor imitates that which he has been  told or shown. "His 
work of art does not spring dire ctly from his own imagination, but 
rather in his creative work he has to adapt himse lf to the directions · 
which have been give n. u 75 
Constant Coquelin--The Art. of the A ctor 
Coquelin explains the role of the actor in assuming his 
character .  
When  the actor has a portrait to paint--that i s  t o  say, a part 
to study--he must first, by a careful and re:p3ated reading of 
the whole play, steep himself in the inte nt.ions of the author , 
dise ntangle the importance and the raality of the character ,  
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realize his plan of action in the plot., see him, in a word, as 
he must be, then, he has obtained his modsl. Now like the 
painter he realizes every feature and fixes the liken3ss not 
on canvas, but on himself. • • He pictures Tartuffe in a 
certain gait and adopts it . 7 6 
Coquelin explains that the _mind of the actor must arrive 
at a conception of the character and then the body of the ac tor 
must reproduce or imitate this conception. 77 
The texts of Diderot, Bosworth, Petersen, and Coquelin, in 
that order ,  have noted  the importance of imitation in external 
character development. 
Nature 
Three of the texts make brief mention of the use of nature 
in the creation of characterizations. 
Denis D iderot--The Paradox of Acting 
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Diderot notes that " the actor who plays from thought, from 
study of human nature, from constant imitation of som3 ideal type, 
from imagina. tion, from memory, will be one and the same at all 
performance s, will be always at his best m ark. n 78 The author believes 
tha t " to go one line below the simplicity of nature" can result in 
n insipid, awkward, and destestable" acting. 79 
Halliam Bosworth--Te chnique in Dramatic Art 
Bosworth says that " the art of acting cannot find its most 
perfect expression without the study of human nature· and the 
technical m9thods of expressing it . "  80 
Constant Coquelin--The Art of the Actor . -- -- - -- ---
Coquelin emphasize s the importance of re -creating from 
nature . 
I do  not que stion the art of re-creating from nature herself 
those individual peculiarities which unconsciously betray the 
inner man,;  on the contrary, it is one of the gifts of the actor 
to realize and reproduce in a flash everything of the kind 
which can be made effe ctive in the theatre . B l  
The texts . of Didero�,  Bosworth , and Coque lin have brie fly 
no-red the use of nature as an aid in charactsrization . 
Te chnical Skills ( Style ) 
The following are a number of those external elements , 
such as v oice , diction , a_rticulation, pause s ,  pro je ction , and 
infle ction, which , although worthy of nota , do not accurate ly fit 
into the other main areas of analysis . 
Halliam Bosworth--Te chnique in Dramatic Art 
Bosworth notes under the heading " The Law o:f Atte ntion, "  
that where the theatre is unlike real life , artificial means must ·  
be ussd to  fill in  that deficie ncy . 82 For example ,  " the a ctor who 
is supposed to liste n, must seam · to do s o .  Attention o n  the part 
of the actors telegraphs to the audience that theil' atte ntion also  
must be focuse d on _ the speaker . u 83 
Under another heading "Keeping the �ye on the Ball" the 
author note s  that the position and attitude of the actor must - be 
sustaine d until his line has bee n completely delivar3d and its 
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effect is registered upon the audience . 84 
The _ text moves on to expound the .principle that--
A performance in drama must be spaced vrith judicious pauses . 
A dramatic entertainme nt is made up of words and actions; with 
accompanying spaces bet�en the words, between the words and 
actions , and betw�en the actions . In many instance s the pause 
pre sents an  emotion which the actor seams to feel rather than 
outwardly exprasses . 8 5 
The author warns the actor against the excessive elongation of 
pauses . 1 1 A pause often holds _ the a.udie nee in a tension and the 
actor should not prolong the pause until the te nsion of the audience 
begins to flag. 1 1 86 The reason for this , explains the author , is 
that a space or a hole will occur in the dramatic texture . 8 7 In 
his final concern with the pause Bosworth emphasizes that a " pause 
should have purpose and reason and the actor should make its meaning 
1 a nd significance plain." 88 
Bosworth explains under the heading " Lights and Shade 1 1  that 
this.) refers to the differences in moods ,  races , natio nalities ,  
inflections , and emotions which must be noted by the actor in 
determining his character . 89 Mora ge r.erally speaking the author 
says that ,, light and shade can be termed variety in the art of 
acting. n 90 It is emphasized that the actor must c onstantly be aware 
of  the great variety and existence of light and shade in developing 
his character and that n the principle is not only a contrast between 
comedy and serious emotion, but a contrast as well in the methods of 
expression, o .r· any mood, whether of come dy or drama. n 91 The actor 
must thoroughly weigh and consider each line under the supervision 
of the dire ctor , s o  that he will give its full value in expression . 
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Failing . to give adequate thought to a performance will result in 
lack of sufficient light and shade. 92 
Finally, concerning style, Bosworth givgs his definitions 
of the perfect or ideal actor, and within this definition many of 
the external elements 9a.n be observed .  " The rare artist would have 
a beautifully modulated voice ,  rich in tone , and in which all the 
expressions of love and romance could be found. His diction and 
elocution would be faultless . n93 
Miriam Franklin--Rehearsal 
In regard to the technique s for projecting lines Miriam 
Franklin in Rehearsal note s : "Speak as though talking to those in 
the last row • • • •  Keep up and loud the last four words of each 
speech. Clip your words short . n 9L. 
Franklin proposes spe cific techniques for proje cting 
thoughts and ideas to the audience : 
( 1) change 
( 2)  change 
( J) change 
( 4) change 





5 in position. 9 
Some of the techniques for " pointing-upn or projecting a 
character are given as follows : 
(1 )  Place a character in a position where 
( 2) Strategically center the lights. 
( 3) Clothe the character differently. 
( 4) Have other ·characters fo cus on him. 
( 5} Frame the character in a doorway, or 
he will stand out . 
on the stairs . 96 
Thg author also  notes the importance and use s of ttThe 
Purposeful Pause . "  " Deliberate pause i s  a hold in dialogue t o  allow 
8 7  
time to execute a piece of business, to appear to think, _ iisten,  
write, or  to  wait for laughs.n 9 7 nThe dramatic pause may ba used to 
force attention or  to  arouse emotions in the people watching the 
play . These emotions may be mild , s·uch as enjoyment , expectancy, 
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or disappointment, or they may be strong emotions. 11 98 The author 
notes that pauses may be categorized for use in different si�uations. 
The principle uses of the pause , it is explained , are t o  emphasize, 
to point up comedy, to create suspense, and to gererate emotion. 99 
Denis Diderot--The Paradox of Acting 
Diderot in The Paradox of Acting asks the question, "What 
is truth on ths stage? " He continues by answering it as follows : 
"It is the c_onforming of a ction, diction, face , voice , movement ,  
and gesture to an ideal typJ invented by the poet and frequently 
enhancs d by the player ." 100 
Constant Coquelin--The Art E.£ the A ctor 
C onstant Coquelin c ontends that the e.ffe ct of the actor will · 
.fade a.nd vanish "unless it is supplemented by diction, by 
characterization--in a word, by style. 11 101 
With regard to the stylistic importance of the voice to 
the actor the author makes emphatic m3 ntion. .. 
The power of the vocal infle ction is incalculable an� all the 
visual effe cts in the world are nothing worth , when 1� comes 
to 1nov1.· ng the hearts of an audience , in comparis
on to one 
· f · t t ·  n 102 cry utt9red with true intensity o in ona 10 • 
Next with regard to articulation Coquelin is equally emphatic.
 
" It is on articuh.tion that the actor rnust conc
entrate his first 
effort ; here is at once the ABC and the highest achievement of our 
art,. 11 lOJ The author sums up his views on articulation as follows : 
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We must not talk as we talk every day, we must speak with truth 
and naturalness. For speaking is in a certain sense talking , -­
never must it mean chanting--but it implies giving to  the phrases 
and to essential words their true value , here with the lightness 
of a feather, there , on the contrary, with the whole weight of 
a vocal infle ction; distributing the planes of speech ,  its 
reliefs ,  its light and shadows,  modeling o ur utterance. lOh 
C oquelin explains with regard to good and rhythmic diction 
that " it gives to the balde st� prose a kind of poetry, which at the 
end of a passage seldom fa1.ls to call out applause.nl05 In summary 
he suggests that " in articulation,  in diction , in tone , draw out 
your character and make him visible even  to the blind." l06 
One final note by Coquelin is indeed pertinent : "Whe re 
style is wanting there is no art. n l07 
The texts of Bosworth, Franklin , Diderot , and Coque lin have 
not�d a number of external skills which are important to  the actor 
in characterization. 
This chapter has analyzed subjects ( arbitrarily named by 
the writer) in  terms of the treatment by various texts. Within 
each of the subjects analyzed , the principal statements and ideas 
of the texts have been noted . 
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. CHAPTER V 
SYNTHES IS OF T� EXT ERNAL METHOD 
O.n the basis of the previous analysis , the following 
synthe tic stateme nts can be made concerning the exte rnal  method of 
character developme nt in  acting . 
Preparation 
In the preparation. of a characte r, the a ctor 1nust · care fully 
plan, beforehand , his entire tiwe on the stage . Such preparation 
should include the determination of builds , climaxe s ,  character  
re lations and motivations , interpre t�tion, phrasing , exter nal 
manneris�s , and the characte r ' s background . 
The preparatory process  is fundame ntally an intelle ctual 
one and the actor must implement or develop the attribute s of 
concentration, observation,  and co-operation to aid him in realizing , 
understanding , determining , and portraying the character .  
A ction 
Every action on  the stage must have purpose and there are 
numerous ext�rnal te chniques for exe cuting specific a�tions so that 
the full import, purpose , and meani rig of the moveme nt can be 
c orre ctly shown . 
I n  many instance s action on the stage must be exaggerated  
s o  that the audience ca n re ce ive the full impact of the dramatic 
impulse . 
M iriam Franklin in Rehearsal contends that outer a ction  
may serve to stimulate inner feeling • 1 
&motion  
Re calling past situations which elicited similar emotional 
response s may be he lpful to the actor in depicting the emotion of  
his character ,  but the a ctor mus t, not actually expe rience or  feel  
the emotion during his portrayal of  it . The a ctor must  remain 
master o f  himself . 
T here are many spe cific external  technique s which may be 
use ful in representing the spe cific emotions of a ch�racter . 
Fee ling 
Fe eling itself is not important to the actor in character 
portrayal ; but rathe r it is with the outer manifestations of  this 
feeling that the actor should be concerne d .  
Miriam Franklin in Rehearsal conte nds that after the actor 
has exe cuted the external manifestations of fee ling , " inner fee ling 
may be built up as a result . 0 2  
Seeming and Be ing 
It is the a ctor ' s task in chara cter portrayal to seem to be 
the character . Thus the a ctor represents his charact€r to the 
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audience in an illusionary sense rather than a real one . 
There are a number of physical or exte rnal te chnique s for 
pre senting this  verisimilitude to the audience . 
Imitation 
As the portrait painter strives to imitate the likeness  of 
his mode l ,  so the actor seeks to imitate the likene s s  of the charac­
ter he is to  represent . For his mode l, the a ctor depe nds  on the 
lines of the play, the inte ntions of the author ,  the dire ctions of 
the dire ctor , his own imagination, a nd his observations of nature . 
Using these e leme nts to build on, the actor proceeds to imitate the 
c o"nception developed from them .  
Nature 
The study a�d obse rvation of nature and its adaptation to 
the character be ing d3v0lope d is of much value to the actor in his 
imitation and representation of another life . _ 
Te chnical Skills ( Style ) 
The c orrs ct exe cution of external style e lema nts , such as  
vocal infle ction, intonation, pause s ,  articulation, and diction 
are imperative and invaluable to the actor for enhancing his 
character and fully communicating it to the audience . 
Each of the subje cts included in the analys s of the 
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external ine thod ha s a lso been include d in the above synthe sis . The 
syntheti c s tatements under each subje ct comprise or encompass the 
general c ontentions and principle s which were laid down by the 
various authors in the analysis . 
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FOOTNOTES 
lAlthough Miriam Franklin' s contentions , with regard to 
action in character development , are for the most part similar . to 
those of other exponents of th9 ext.ernal me thod , Franklin differs 
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in one sense. She propose s that the outer action of the a ctor rr�y 
serve to stimulate inner feeling with regard to_ the chara cter ha is 
portraying . In other words, if the actor, when playing a sad seer� ,  
forces himself to cry, he will ac_tually feel sad. The other external 
texts are not concerned with obtaining such feelings and consequently 
do not subscribe to this prin ciple . 
See pages 49-SO of Franklin' s text Rehearsal . 
2Miriam Franklin' s text differs from the other external 
texts in that she contends inner fee ling may result from executing 
the outer manifestations of that feeling. The other . texts in . the 
external group are relatively unconcerne d with using actions as 
stimuli for internal feeling. 
See pages 49-50 of Franklin ' s  text Rehearsal .  
CHA PTIB VI 
Sl.JM¥iARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
This study of the internal and external me thods of 
character deve lopment in  acting as exemplified by text books was 
I 
I 
divided into four ma jor se ct�ons : 
( 1) A nalysis of the internal method 
( 2) Synthesis  of the 1nternal method 
( 3) Analysis of the external method 
( 4) Synthesis  of the external method . 
A nalysis of the Internal Method 
This se ction analyzed subje cts ( arbitrarily named by the 
writer) in terms of several texts ' treatme nt of them . Within each 
of the subje cts analyzed ,  the principal staterr$ nts and ideas of 
each of the texts have been  noted by the writer . 
The sub je cts analyzed for this method are as follows : 
Preparation 
A ction, Ge sture , and Purpose 
Imagina�ion 
Concentration  
Units ; Ob je ctives , and Motive s ( Guide s for the A ctor) 
Fee ling a Sense of Truth 
Emotion 
Feeling a nd Se nsibility 
Communio n With and A djusting or Relating To O ther A ct ors 
Observation  
Impromptu Technique 
Te chnical Skil ls 
Characte rization 
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The following text books were · utilized for this method : 
Boleslavsky, Richard . Acting--The First Six Lessons 
Bridge , William H. Actor in the Making 
Irving , Henry. The Draw.a - --
McGraw, Charles .Acting is Believing 
Rockwood, Jerome . Th9 Craftsman of Dionysus 
Stanislavsky, Constantin . An Actor Prepares 
Synthesis of the Internal Method 
This section has synthesized the material treate d in the 
analysis . A series of generalized statewents about each of the 
subjects analyzed was drawn . Ea.ch of the synthetic staterr�nts 
comprised the general propositions of each of the texts dealing 
with the subject . 
Analysis of the External Method 
This section analyzed subjects in the same manne r as did 
the analysis of the interr�l method . 





Seeming and Being 
Imitation 
Nature 
Technical Skills ( Style ) 
The following text books were utili�3 d for this method : 
Archer , William . Masks or Faces 
Bosworth , Halliam. Technique in DraJ11.atic Art 
Coquelin , Const.ant .  The Art of the Actor 
Diderot, De nis . The Paradox of Acting 
Franklin, Hiriam .--rfehearsal -
Petersen, Lorenz K .  Psychology of Acting 
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Synthesis of the External Method 
Similar to the synthesis of the internal w.ethod , this 
se ction also drew a serie s  of generalized  state�Ents about each 
of the subjects analyze d .  Again each of the synthetic statements 
comprise d the general propositions of each of the texts dealing 
with the sub je ct .  
Conclusions 
Based on the analysis-synthesis of the internal method it 
may be said that this approach to  character development in acting 
is principally c oncerne d with presenting the thoughts ,  words , and 
actions of a chara cte r which are the re sult of true inner belief 
and conviction on  the part of the actor . It may also be said that 
the validity of this true belief and conviction depends to  the 
greate st extent on the actor' s ability to re call , adapt, and re ­
exp�rie nce an emotion,  sensation , or situation in  his own past , 
which is analogous to the om bein� experienced by his character . 
Finally, it way be conclude d that the a ctor ' s facultie s of 
imagination , c oncentration, and observation are of prime importance 
in the exe cution of this method . 
Based on the analysis -synthes is of the externe.l method it 
may be said that this approa ch to characte r developwent in acting 
is principally concerne d  with representing the thoughts , words , 
and actions of a character by imitating the external manifestations , 
which re sult from the act or ' s intelle ctual understanding and 
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conception.  For this  intell� ctual understanding and conception 
it may be said that the a ctor depends to a large exte nt on the 
10) 
lines of the author , the dire ctions of the dire ctor , and the actor ' s 
own imagination and observations . Finally, it may be c oncluded 
that for exe cuting the simulate d feeling a nd its external manifes­
tations , the actor re lies to  a great extent on  the te chnical skill 
elements of his art . 
Re co1TIJP2ndations for Furthe r Study 
Although this study has dealt exclusive ly with sele cte d  
text books i n  its analysis · of the two differe nt me thods  o f  character 
development in acting , othe r studies dealing exclusive ly with 
maga zine article s ,  personal interv�ews with authoritie s ,  and books 
c ontaining various actors ' views on character developme nt might be 
valuable in ascertatning which, if either ,  of  the methods are most 
•) 
readily subs cribe d to . 
Another possibility for further inves tigation would be the 
study of various books , articles , and the like , for the purpose of 
determining whether or not the the orie s on character deve lopnB nt 
in acting have change d ( been modifie d or inte nsifie d) since writing 
was first begun on  the subje ct . 
Finally, it is strongly recornm9 nded that a study ba 
underta ken for determining which of the methods of character  
development has the greatest and/or most de sirable . effe ct on  
audience s .  It is sugge s te d  that possibly interviews a nd 
experiJTB ntation would be of value in making such a study . The 
writer feels that such a study, if dilige ntly approache d ,  c ould 
be of much value to ·  actors , directors , playwrights ,. and audie nces 
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